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1.

2. Responsibilities

INTRODUCTION

1.1
Scope
This Direction defines the requirements and responsibilities for the inspection of fixed
operational infrastructure, core building, lock gate, and M&E assets and supersedes
previous editions of AIP.
AIP2008 will be subject to annual review by the Head of Asset Management, and a
comprehensive review at intervals not greater than 5 years.
Comments or queries regarding AIP2008 should be addressed to the Head of Asset
Management, Head of Engineering, or APMs.
1.2
Background
BW’s Asset Inspection Procedures have been successful in improving BW’s knowledge of
its assets. The hierarchy of cyclic inspections over many years has allowed the development
of risk based decision making, the definition of Major Works, and assisted in the evolution of
advanced asset management techniques.
The preceding AIP2005 was founded on a risk based approach and increasing knowledge of
principal assets. AIP2008 expands on this approach, links with Minimum Safety Standards
and includes contributions from professionals across the business. It provides asset specific
definitions for Condition Grades, includes detailed standards for inspection of lock gates, and
reflects current BU structure, SAP and contemporary inspection processes. It defines
improvements for inspecting embankments and channels following the 2007 Monmouthshire
& Brecon Breach
Additional procedures for the inspection of floating plant and craft, will be included in due
course.
1.3
Definitions
Reference to a specified role title that does not exist at a BU will be interpreted as meaning
“or equivalent”. Such interpretation and specific role allocation will be recorded in writing by
the General Manager.

1.4
The Asset Management Process
A secure asset base underpins BW’s vision of providing a safe, reliable and sustainable
network to enable the business to expand.
The Asset Management Process is the demonstrable framework within which we manage
and maintain our portfolio of assets, to provide a safe and secure network that is fit for
purpose for our customers. We will maintain and operate assets efficiently and effectively to
ensure continued serviceability and safe operation of our waterways.
The strategic objectives of the Asset Management Process are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage the risks involved in maintaining and operating our network.
Help convert Board policy and objectives into appropriate actions.
Provide a decision making mechanism for all levels of BW.
Aid deployment of finite resources in an open, fair, and analytical way.
Enable monitoring of progress against targets.
Support submissions to Government.

To achieve the above we need to:
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•
•
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2. Responsibilities

Quantify the number, type, location, dimensions, condition, consequence of failure
and serviceability of our assets.
Quantify business and safety related risk.
Analyse rates of change and deterioration of our assets.
Ensure that appropriate and timely remedial works are carried out.
Ensure that Minimum Safety Standards are met
Prioritise Major Works expenditure on the basis of need.
Provide comparative analysis across BUs.
Report progress against targets set by the Board.
Identify long-term investment (Steady State) needs.

Inspections will be managed using SAP Preventative Maintenance functionality.
Good asset data underpins our Steady State model, the Major Works programme, asset
investment and other business decisions, and supports submissions and discussions with
Government. The importance of quality inspections, and the timely input of accurate asset
data into SAP cannot be overstressed.
1.5
Statutory, Safety and Special Inspections
Such inspections, specific monitoring, documentation and records are additional to AIP2008
but will be co-ordinated to ensure a comprehensive and efficient inspection process.
1.6
Duty of Care
In addition to formal inspections, it is the duty of every BW employee, within their
competency, to ensure that our assets (and those owned by others) and network are in a
safe and secure condition at all times. Employees have a duty of care to report on, or make
safe as soon as possible, any asset that at any time becomes unsafe. If an inspection, site
visit or observation reveals an unsafe asset it must be reported immediately to the General
Manager or other responsible Manager so that appropriate action can be determined.
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2. RESPONSIBILITIES
Technical Director
• Ensure that there is an effective asset management process in place.
• Ensure that BWs statutory obligations are being met.
• Approve the appointment of APM’s
• Define inspector competencies with respect to qualifications, experience, and skills.
• Certificate PI inspectors with regard to experience, training, qualifications and ability.
Head of Asset Management
• Monitor inspection progress against AIP2008 and corporate targets.
• Monitor overall quality of inspections against the required standards by process of
periodic site based and data audits.
• Improve the consistency of approach to the inspection and assessment of assets
through the development of standards for inspection and reporting.
• Carry out a quality and consistency check on PI certificates.
• Maintain a database of LI, AI, PI and GMI inspectors.
• Periodically review AIP2008.
Head of Engineering
• Ensure resourcing and achievement of GMI programme.
• Certificate GMI Inspectors with regard to experience, training, and qualifications
• Arbitrate on any disagreements between asset inspectors and client BU’s regarding
contents or conclusions of inspection reports.
General Manager
• Ensure overall resourcing and achievement of the inspection programme.
• Ensure that asset inspections are carried out in accordance with AIP2008.
• Ensure inspection findings are acted upon in order to meet the statutory and service
obligations of BW.
• Interpret AIP2008 with respect to allocated roles and responsibilities.
• Ensure records are kept
Customer Operations Manager
• Jointly with the APM, ensure Minimum Safety Standards are being met and that
issues are actioned within the prescribed timescale
• Manage resources required for LIs
• Ensure that any customer operations related notifications are raised, reviewed and
actioned
• Ensure effective prioritisation of work as a result of the inspection outputs.
Asset & Programme Manager
• Own and have a detailed knowledge of infrastructure assets
• Decide on and prioritise appropriate maintenance and repairs options
• Jointly with the COM, ensure Minimum Safety Standards are being met and that
issues are actioned within the prescribed timescale
• Develop, plan and monitor the annual programme of infrastructure and building asset
inspections for the BU.
• Agree programmes of inspections for Public Road Bridges, Cuttings, Embankments,
Reservoirs and Tunnels with BW technical specialists.
• Ensure inspections are carried out in accordance with AIP2008 utilising employees
and resources available at the BU, or BW specialists.
• Ensure that the initial review of all AIP inspection outputs is carried out
• Appoint (in writing) the Asset Inspection Reviewer(s) from the APM team (subject to
future 2008 amendment following APM workshop)
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•
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Forward customer operations related notifications to the COM for action (subject to
future 2008 amendment following APM workshop)
Sign off PIs, and have a process in place for business completion of inspection
related Plant Maintenance Order (PMO)s.
Ensure that SAP is updated promptly within the prescribed timescales.
Take technical advice and recommendations as necessary from the Head of Asset
Management, Head of Engineering. or other engineering experts
Assess and certificate (with regard to their experience, qualifications, training and
ability) LI, and AI inspectors, and make recommendations for PI inspectors.
Carry out periodic site based inspection audits on a selection of BU assets
By arrangement, carry out periodic site based audits on selection of other BUs assets

Asset Inspection Reviewer
• Undertake initial review of AIP inspection outputs for content, quality and consistency
• Review Z4s and ZQs raised as part of the inspection process (subject to future 2008
amendment following APM workshop)
• Recommend and prioritise actions to be taken
• Raise additional Z4s as necessary
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3. Operational Infrastructure & Core Building Assets

OPERATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND CORE BUILDING ASSETS

3.1

Principal Assets
These are a defined group of significant infrastructure assets that improve the focus of asset
management. Definitions are set out in Appendix 6 together with the elements requiring
inspection. Included in this group are:
•
•

Key operational infrastructure assets , the failure of which would lead to major
disruption or have serious consequences for our business, customers or neighbours.
Core building assets, owned and occupied by BW, and essential to our business
(inspection of non-core buildings is not covered by AIP2008 as these are part of
normal pro-active estates management).

Each asset will be inspected on a risk based cycle, producing SAP notifications with an
accurate description of condition, and identification of specific defects. Findings will be
compared with previous reports to assess rate of deterioration and systematically
identify/prioritise remedial works to minimise risk of failure.
The concept of Principal Assets has served BW well over many years. To ensure that BW’s
activities are not too narrowly focused, there will be an increasing move to consideration of
all assets (eg non-principal embankments, retaining walls, bank protection, towpaths)
3.2 Other Assets
These are normally inspected at the LI and AI level only. However APM’s will use risk based
judgement to decide whether any significant Other Asset should be subject to a PI (and in
effect raised to Principal status), or whether it should simply be recorded to highlight its
presence on the LI sheets. All such assets will be allocated a Functional Location, and if
necessary a Maintenance Plan will be set up to create notifications and orders for inspection.
Definitions of Other Assets are set out in Appendix 7. Significant Other Assets may include
large retaining walls above the canal (object type 032) or below the canal (object type 118),
and minor embankments (object type 109).
If such an asset is owned by a Third Party unwilling to arrange for inspection, the BU will
attempt to recover the cost of BW inspection from the 3rd party.
Definitions of heritage designations, including Buildings at Risk are set out in Appendix 17.
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4. Inspections

INSPECTIONS

4.1
Types of Inspection
Principal Assets (and Other Assets if considered necessary) will be subject to a hierarchical
and cyclical regime of inspections as listed below:
Inspection type
Reservoir Surveillance
Inspection (RSI)
Length Inspection (LI)
Annual Inspection (AI)
Principal Inspection (PI)

Inspection frequency
Weekly (or sometimes twice weekly) for Reservoirs under
the Reservoirs Act (see Section 4.3).
Monthly or three monthly (see Section 4.4).
Yearly (see Section 4.5).
3 to 20 years based on risk (see Section 4.6). Low risk
cuttings 50 years

4.2
Inspection Cycles
A summary of maximum inspection cycles for each Principal Asset type is given in Appendix
11. Inspections may be more frequent if required by the APM.

4.3

Reservoir Surveillance Inspection

Purpose
Reservoirs are high hazard assets, with potential for rapid deterioration. In line with UK
practice, management of this risk will be demonstrated by Surveillance Inspections.
Content
The RSI consists of a competent employee carrying out a visual check on the dam structure
(including mitres, toe, crest, pitching etc) and outlet arrangements.
Inspection Cycle
At least weekly for all reservoirs falling under the Reservoirs Act 1975, Some reservoirs will
require twice weekly inspections to manage drawdown risk. Smaller reservoirs that do not
fall under the Act will be managed by the Length Inspection process.
Note: Surveillance requirements do not recognise holidays and BU’s must plan for this.
Inspection Standard
The inspection standard is set out in the Guidance Notes to Appendix 8.
Report
A handwritten report (see Appendix 8) will record the inspection, and any action taken. It will
be signed by the inspector and the BU Water Engineer The form will be passed to the
person responsible for filling in the Reservoir Book so that relevant details can be
transferred. If works have been carried out at the Reservoir, this person must be informed.
If the inspector discovers anything considered serious, immediate contact will be made with
the BU Water Engineer. The BU Water Engineer will decide whether it is necessary to inform
the RSE or to seek advice, and will raise any Z4 notifications required.
If any “YES” boxes are ticked in the SEEPAGE OR LEAKAGE, or SETTLEMENT OR
MOVEMENT sections of the Surveillance Form, the RSE will be informed immediately.
Each month every reservoir will also be subject to an LI. For consistency, the form will be
completed in addition to the normal record of the LI.
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Report retention
Reports will be retained for a minimum period of one year. The decision to dispose of reports
will be taken by the RSE
Inspectors
To ensure quality, consistency, repeatability and to build knowledge of changes, RSI
inspectors will be dedicated to specific reservoirs
RSI inspectors will be certificated by the RSE, using the form in Appendix 1. A copy of the
completed certificate will be forwarded immediately to the Head of Asset Management who
will enter details on the corporate database. RSEs will provide training, and advice on
matters of competency, interpretation, and Reservoir Book entries.
Specific Assets
Impounding structures for Caledonian Canal lochs, and Loch nam Breac Buidhe on the
Crinan Canal (so long as there is no attempt to raise water level by repair to the breach in
the southern dam) will not be subject to RSIs, although will be subject to a three-monthly LI.

4.4

Length Inspection (LI)

Purpose
The primary purpose of the LI is to note changes in the condition of specific assets and
waterway track, and to record data that increases BWs knowledge of its assets. The
importance of LIs cannot be overstressed. Documentary evidence of LIs, and follow-up
actions are vital in the event of complaints, enquiries, investigations or claims.
Content
LIs form a key part of the routine management of the waterway. They consist of walking the
‘track’, noting and reporting on a mobile device (CURRENTLY Samsung Q1) any change in
the condition of specific assets, towing paths and bank protection, or to the network or
waterway corridor itself as a result of wear and tear, accidental damage, natural
occurrences, vandalism, third party works or other events that might affect BW property.
LIs will be extended beyond towpath or BW boundaries, for instance to the toe of
embankments and beyond where leakage may be emerging, or where nearby excavation or
abnormal loading may destabilise BW property.
Inspection Cycle
LIs will be carried out monthly for all towpath side and easily accessible offside elements,
reservoirs and Waterway track buildings. Any element that has not been inspected will be
noted as NOT SEEN. The Inspection Reviewer will identify the reasons for non-inspection
and required actions to remedy this, raising additional Z4s as necessary. Actions to improve
access for inspection purposes to uninspected elements must be taken within 6 months of
the date of the Z4. The APM will be notified of required actions and will monitor and ensure
implementation. The APM will report compliance with this requirement to the GM at 3
monthly intervals
Subject to the specific provisions below, where offside access cannot be easily achieved, a
visual inspection will be carried out monthly from the nearest easily accessible point,. Such
inspection will be noted as REMOTE VISUAL ONLY
•
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•

Any embankment or culvert through an embankment that has a Consequence of
Failure of 4 will be fully inspected three monthly and access must be provided for
this. This may require boat access. The toe of the embankment (and beyond if
necessary) and any supporting headwall will be inspected.

•

For other inaccessible locations, inspection may be restricted to a monthly visual
inspection from the nearest accessible point (as described above). However a full
annual inspection will take place for which full boat access must be provided.

Feeders will be inspected at three monthly intervals.
Specific inspections may be required at other cycles if identified from AIs or PIs or at points
on the waterway considered vulnerable to potential failure.
The LI cycle for specific assets is given in Appendix 11.
Inspection Standard
All other activities are of secondary importance and LI inspectors MUST NOT be diverted
from their primary task
LI inspectors are the ‘eyes and ears’ of BW and will note comments from customers and
neighbours as well as their own observations. LIs will take into account the needs of all
customers (both land-based customers and boaters) and will identify the need for any
actions. They will record any deficiencies relating to Minimum Safety Standards (see
Appendix 21), and will also record items relating to customer service (such as signs,
facilities, obstructions etc), safety (such as tripping hazards, potholes, faulty paddle gearing
etc) and heritage (such as monitoring Buildings at Risk, noting missing, removed or
damaged elements of Listed Buildings or Scheduled Monuments).
Where reasonable, the inspector will operate or observe the operation of the asset to check
operation of moving parts (a full functional check, under operating modes from all user
operating positions, will be carried out on each AI).
For waterway track buildings a simple inspection of the exterior will be carried out looking for
evidence of defects that may pose a danger, or that compromise the security of the building.
Report
Inspection observations and Z4s for each km length will be captured on a mobile device
Outputs will be passed immediately to the Inspection Reviewer (a verbal report will also be
made of any Minimum Safety Standard or other urgent defects). The Inspection Reviewer
will decide on any action to be taken, and raise additional Z4 or other notifications required
within 2 weeks of the date of inspection. If necessary, the Inspection Reviewer will seek
technical advice and may escalate problems as appropriate.
Report retention
Reports will be retained for a minimum period of ten years.
Inspectors
To ensure quality, consistency, repeatability and to build knowledge of changes, LI
inspectors will be dedicated to specific lengths.
LIs will be carried out by an experienced and trained employee with local knowledge. The
employee will have successfully completed the BW Length Inspectors Training Assessment,
and will be certificated for 5 years by the APM using the form in Appendix 2. A copy of the
completed certificate will be forwarded immediately to the Head of Asset Management who
will enter details on the corporate database.
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Prospective inspectors should have completed training on the mobile data capture device,
and on recognised safety courses The current list of courses will vary and advice will be
available from the BU Safety Adviser.
Specific assets
Guidance for specific assets is contained in the Length Inspectors Handbook.
Feeders – will be inspected three-monthly. (Note: Feeder inspections will be limited to manmade channels in which we have an interest whose purpose is to convey water into
reservoirs or canals. There is no requirement to inspect natural water courses, eg a natural
watercourse the flow in which is regulated by a reservoir to allow later abstraction
downstream). With the above exceptions, reservoir to canal feeders will be inspected for
their full length. Controlled feeders to reservoirs and controlled feeders to canals will be
inspected for the controlled length only.
Embankments – will be inspected from both the crest and the toe (to assess the location,
nature and rate of any seepage or leakage at the toe or into drain ditches). It may be
necessary to extend inspection beyond the toe, especially where an embankment is
constructed on a natural slope in granular materials and where leakage may manifest itself
further down-slope. If doubt exists, advice will be sought from the BW Geotechnical team.
Where dense vegetation precludes adequate inspection, this must be raised as a Z4
notification. Agreed actions to improve access for inspection purposes must be taken within
6 months of the date of the Z4. Inspectors should note evidence of animal burrows and raise
Z4 notifications if these are cause for concern. Inspectors should have sufficient local
knowledge to take into account any recent repair history in assessing changes.
Channels – Any evidence of whirlpools, lateral leakage water movement, subsidence
hollows or holes appearing in the canal bed or towpath must be reported to the APM
immediately. Such features on embankments can be precursors to a breach
Leakage - All leaks from canals are important, and must be clearly identified on the LI record
with an estimate of flow rate by the length inspector. If quantifiable flow is measured (eg via
a vee-notch) then this should be entered manually into the SCADA system. If only a visual
estimate of quantity is possible, this should be in litres/sec. Comments such as very slight
(<0.1 l/sec), slight (<0.2 l/sec), moderate (<0.5 l/sec), heavy (<1.0 l/sec), severe (>1.0 l/sec)
should be used, Leaks must be specifically monitored until they have been dealt with.
Subsidence of the crest of an embankment or bed of the canal, an increase in issue flow
rate, clouding of the flow, or increasing deposition of fines are all indicators that internal
erosion may be occurring and could be a precursor to failure.

4.5

Annual Inspection (AI)

Purpose
AIs are carried out to record defects that are readily identifiable from an external inspection
and operation of the asset and the track. They provide assurance that no significant
deterioration is taking place between PIs and that the waterway as a whole is in a
satisfactory working condition for the use of our customers.
Content
An AI is a more detailed inspection by a certificated AI inspector. It will be carried out
annually together with the LI inspector dedicated to that length. A boat similar to that in
normal use on the waterway (a deep-draughted boat if that is the norm - subject to logistical
considerations) will be in attendance to allow access to all offside locations and to allow a full
functional check to be carried out on all operable assets (these should mimic single user
operation wherever possible).
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Observations will take into account Minimum Safety Standards, and the requirements of all
customers and will identify the need for any actions. They will report on any change in the
condition, consequence of failure or serviceability of:
•

Specific Assets, and components of assets (eg lock gates, paddles, M & E)

•

Waterway Track (eg Towing Path, Bank Protection)

They should also note any changes due to:
•

Wear and Tear

•

Accidental Damage

•

Vandalism

•

Natural Occurrences

•

Any other event that might affect BW property

AIs may need to be extended beyond BW boundaries, and particularly to the toe of
embankments, or beyond, where such embankments are constructed on a natural slope and
where leakage may manifest itself further down-slope.
The rate of change of the asset, if any, will be recorded through a thorough review of the
Condition, Consequence of Failure, and Serviceability grades. The inspection will also focus
on specific items (if any) highlighted in a PI report (Z2 notification) and associated Z4’s.
•

The Inspector will record any improvements that could be made to improve safety or
improve the ease of use of the waterway by customers.

•

Inspectors will be aware of assets with high heritage value (eg Listed Buildings and
Scheduled Monuments, which may also be categorised as Buildings at Risk) and will
understand and identify decay mechanisms affecting their historic fabric. In such
cases it will be appropriate to include observations on heritage issues, references to
BW Heritage Standards or to specialist heritage advice.

Inspection Cycle
AIs will be carried out annually, or more frequently if required by the APM.
Inspection Standard
The AI consists of detailed observation of assets and their constituent parts. For most asset
types, observations will be guided by the prompt-lists in Appendix 10. (Note: These lists are
to guide inspectors to ensure that all significant aspects are covered. They are not checklists to be completed for each asset).
Inspectors will review previous LI, AI or PI reports, Mechanical and Electrical (M&E) reports,
notifications and customer complaints. They will use their practical and historical knowledge
of each asset to assess any areas of concern or difficulty in operation, and the magnitude
and rate of change in its condition. Inspectors will use engineering judgement or may call for
specialist local or central technical advice as required (eg, for assessing statutorily
designated heritage assets that are categorised as Buildings at Risk).
Report
Outputs from AIs will be used to identify any remedial or maintenance or customer service
work required. Any safety related work identified will be dealt with urgently if appropriate to
the circumstances. Any constraints to work, such as heritage or environmental issues, will
also be recorded.
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Where the AI shows that there has been no significant change from previous reports, then
the report output will be the electronic LI report described before. The inspector will decide
on any action to be taken, will be responsible for raising any Z4 notifications required. The
report will be completed by the AI inspector, and passed immediately to the Inspection
Reviewer (a verbal report will also be made of any urgent defects).
Any failure to complete any part of an AI will be immediately reported to the APM to ensure
appropriate action is taken.
Where there has been a change to the Condition, Consequence of Failure, or Serviceability
grades of an asset, the inspector will create a manual Z2 notification (asset reassessment)
on which the changed grades, and the reasons for the reassessment, are given. This Z2 will
require only the Executive Summary and the grades sections completing. If the inspector
does not hold PI certification for the asset type, the proposed grades will be verified with a PI
inspector certificated for that asset type, before completing the Z2 notification. The
Functional Location record in SAP will be changed to the new condition grade and the date
of the AI. If the grade change has changed the frequency of inspection, the Maintenance
Plan will be changed to reflect this. A change to the Maintenance Plan following an AI only
changes the frequency of the inspection and should continue to calculate the next PI from
the date of the previous PI (not the new AI date).
All notifications will be completed and the functional location updated within two weeks of the
date of inspection.
An AI of an asset that contains significant M&E components will reference the latest
information recorded for those components (see Section 6)
By attendance at the AI and input to the report form, the designated Length Inspector will be
aware of the results of the inspection and any specific actions required.
Where there is evidence that the asset could deteriorate rapidly, the inspector may call for
the next PI to be brought forward.
Mandatory Characteristic Fields
Physical characteristics and dimensions to complete the characteristic fields (see Appendix
16). This basic data is required for use in Steady State calculations.
Report Retention
LI sheets are continuously updated as a result of LI and AI inspections, and held in GIS.
Notifications are held in perpetuity in SAP..
Inspectors
Inspectors will be Asset Engineers or Technicians with appropriate training and experience.
Inspectors will be certificated for 5 years using the form in Appendix 3 by the APM. A copy of
the completed certificate will be forwarded immediately to the Head of Asset Management
who will enter details on the corporate database.
Specific Asset Types
Lock Gates – and operating mechanisms are subject to a specific annual inspection by the
AI inspector on each AI (see section 5).
Reservoirs – one of the bi-annual inspections by the RSE as described in the Reservoirs
Act 1975, Section 12 is the equivalent of an AI. The RSE will be accompanied by the AI
inspector who will inspect associated engineering and customer service facilities (eg
lifebelts, access bridges, walkways, feeders) in accordance with AIP2008. The AI inspector
may need to plan a second visit to check areas away from the dam. The inspection will be
recored on the reservoir length sheet on the mobile device, and Z4’s raised as necessary.
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Feeders – and associated feeder assets will be inspected annually. (Note: Feeder
inspections will be limited to man-made channels in which we have an interest whose
purpose is to convey water into reservoirs or canals. There is no requirement to inspect
natural water courses, (eg a natural watercourse the flow in which is regulated by a reservoir
to allow later abstraction downstream). With the above exceptions, reservoir to canal feeders
will be inspected for their full length. Controlled feeders to reservoirs and controlled feeders
to canals will be inspected for the controlled length only. The overall condition and
serviceability grades for the feeder will be held against the virtual object type 045 - Feeder
Outfall that marks the point of connection of the feeder inflow to the canal or reservoir.
Waste Sites - have specific licensing conditions, failure to comply with which could lead to
prosecution. Inspections must satisfy licensing and/or planning conditions. All licensed
waste sites will be subject to a joint AI by the inspector and the nominated CoTC holder (or
equivalent person with sufficient understanding of the regulatory framework). The inspection
will take into account fences, signs, bund stability (which may require geotechnical input),
evidence of leachates, approaches to the site, loading areas, wharves. Where sites are
monitored, the inspector will be aware of comments made in previous monitoring reports (eg
Severn Trent Laboratories Ltd (STL) reports or equivalent). Clear access must be
maintained to monitoring points.
Buried Structures – may preclude the normal requirement of visual inspection of all of the
structure and physical access to parts being measured or operated.
For buried structures such as culverts, it is possible that only the headwalls may be
physically accessed. If safe to do so, and without entering the culvert, the AI will record
whether a clear line of sight is maintained through the culvert (indicating the absence of
blockages). A limited remote inspection of the culvert lining may be possible using a
powerful torch. The noise of running water may also indicate defects beneath the waterway.
The inspector will record markings on the headwalls indicative that culvert capacity is
exceeded in peak flow conditions, and will note the degree of siltation at both ends of
culverts, and make note of any vegetation that may result in root damage.
Visual inspection of most of an inverted siphonic culvert is impossible without extensive
works. The inspector will compare the water volume passing through the culvert at the inlet
and outlet ends (which may require the lifting of manhole covers) to determine if there could
be significant leakage from the waterway. Any subsidence over the culvert line, which may
indicate loss of fines into the culvert due to leakage from the waterway or peak flow
surcharging, will be recorded. If a culvert cannot be located or these minimum requirements
met then an AI must not be recorded.
Underwater Structures - Elements below lowest water level (locks, piers, abutments,
tunnels etc) cannot be inspected without extensive works. Inspection will be of those parts
immediately above the water line for evidence of defects below. Limited probing with a rod
will also be carried out if this can be done safely.
Earth Structures - Heavily vegetated embankments and cuttings may result in
unacceptable access risks. The inspector may then restrict observations to the crest and toe
of these structures. Inspection of the crest and toe must always be carried out. Careful
attention will be given to crest subsidence, surface cracking, movement of trees, animal
borrows etc on the face of the slope, or issues of water at the toe.

4.6

Principal Inspection (PI)

Purpose
PIs ensure that we meet our safety and operational obligations and identify work necessary
to meet those obligations. The PI provides a detailed record of each element of an asset and
their condition, as well as the structure as a whole.
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They are normally carried out on Principal Assets, and on Other Assets where the APM
considers it necessary.
Content
The PI is a visual and tactile inspection of all accessible parts of the asset. It consists of a
qualitative assessment of the whole asset, of each of its elements and with dimensional
checks if necessary.
Inspectors will review previous AI and PI reports, notifications and recent repair history prior
to inspection, and will apply engineering knowledge to assess the significance of structural
defects and whether they indicate more complex failure modes than those noted by previous
inspections.
Inspectors will be aware of structures with high heritage value (eg Listed Buildings and
Scheduled Monuments, which may also be categorised as Buildings at Risk) and will
understand and identify decay mechanisms affecting their historic fabric. In such cases it will
be appropriate to include in the PI observations on heritage issues, references to BW
Heritage Standards or to specialist heritage advice.
Inspection Cycle
Cycles will be determined using a risk-based approach defined in Appendix 12 (dependant
on the asset type, its condition and consequence of failure grades). PIs may be carried out
more frequently if recommended in the PI and agreed by the APM. This change in cycle will
be recorded in the PI report. Inspection cycles will be managed using SAP Maintenance
Plans
Report
Findings will be in the form of:
•

Full report including photographs, plans, sketches, measurements, assessments,
calculations, references to previous reports, references to heritage registers etc.

•

Z2 notification containing the text of the full report.

•

Z4 notification for each fault and follow-on work.

The notifications will be completed and the functional location updated within one month of
the date of receipt of the inspection at the BU. In the event of a disagreement between the
BU and the PI inspector, with regard to the content of the PI report or recommendations, or
failure to agree on a post-works regrade, then the matter will be referred to the Head of
Engineering who will make the final decision
The full report will be entered in the single Long Text section of the Z2 notification, and will
be structured under headings as follows:
1.

Executive Summary - short (maximum 10 line) summary of the nature and condition of
the asset, key actions, significant costed recommendations and constraints to works (to
assist managers in interpretation of the detailed technical report and to allow printing of
short reports from SAP to aid AI’s).

2.

Introduction - when was it inspected and by whom, the weather on the day, whether
previous inspections were available for reference.

3.

Description – general description of the asset, its statutory designation (eg, Listed
Building, Scheduled Monument, Building at Risk) if relevant, its location, function,
materials, and architectural features.
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Observations - the main body of the report dealing with each of the main elements in
turn. The table below gives examples of the main elements for some asset types. The
list is not exhaustive.

Bridge/
Aqueduct
Elevations
Abutments/
Piers
Spandrels
Wingwalls

Culvert

Embankment/
Cutting
Channel Features
(where visible)

Sluice

Lock

Core Building

Cover

Chamber Walls

U/s or Inlet
Watercourse

Bank Protection

Valve

Invert

U/s or Inlet
Headwall
Culvert Lining

Crest

Chamber

Wingwalls

Slope Face

Operation

Forebay
Paddles, Gear,
Chambers
Culverts

External
Building Details
Internal
Building Details
Services,
Installations
Exterior
Features
Hazards

Catchment

Arch Barrel

D/s or Outlet
Headwall

Toe

Gates

Deck/
Trough
Beams/ Members

D/s or Outlet
Watercourse

Adjacent
Land
Drainage

Culvert

Parapets
Track incl.
Weight Limits
Towpath

Access Details

Other Integral
Structures
Geotechnical
Matters
Incursive fauna or
Vegetation

Documentation

Outfall
Headwall
Culvert

By-wash

Outfall
Watercourse

Lock Sides, adjacent
ground, quadrants

Approach
Walls

Gates

Side Ponds
Tail Bridge, walkways,
handrails, ladders,
bollards

5.

Discussion – Discussion of defects, their causes, assessment of risks, fitness for
purpose, urgency of mitigation measures, repairs etc. Any heritage or environmental
constraints should be identified. For heritage assets, historic elements and details
(some of which may be irreplaceable) will be noted, and consideration given to
appropriate repair methods, the materials and their sources.

6.

Assessment – Detailed analysis of load bearing capacity, flow capacity, breach flow
direction, volume etc. Include assessment of risks associated with defects
recommendations, estimated costs, constraints, and priorities for any works, further
investigations, future inspection cycles, monitoring or analysis required. For heritage
assets, a brief assessment of the significance of the asset will be included.

The following will be entered in the specific sections of the Z2 notification
7.

Assess Condition and Code – Refer to Appendix 13. Give short explanation.

8.

Assess Consequence of Failure and Code – Refer to Appendix 14. Give short
explanation.

9.

Assess Serviceability and Code – Refer to Appendix 15. Give short explanation.

Mandatory Characteristic Fields - Physical characteristics and accurately measured
dimensions to confirm or amend the characteristic fields (see Appendix 16) will be recorded,
where their record represents basic estimated AI data, or is missing, or has changed.
Inspectors
Inspectors of infrastructure assets will be Chartered, or a Graduate or Technician assessed
as competent to carry out PIs. For core buildings the inspector will be a qualified Building
Surveyor with appropriate training and experience.
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Inspectors will be certificated by the Technical Director. Prior to certification, an electronic
copy of the completed Appendix 4 form will be forwarded to the Head of Asset Management
to confirm quality and consistency. The Head of Asset Management will arrange for the
Technical Director to certify for 5 years, and will enter details on the database.
Specific Asset Types
•
Public Road Bridges - BW has statutory obligations under Section 117 (Transport Act
1968, Bridge Loading Assessments) to maintain the load bearing capacity of its highway
bridges. The Act does not define a highway but the Highways Act includes public
footpaths and bridleways as well as roads in the definition. The need to undertake a
load assessment will be determined by the Chartered Engineer authorising the bridge PI
reports, taking the requirements of Section117 into account.
•

Accommodation Bridges – Some accommodation bridges (eg occupation bridges)
may experience regular heavy vehicle loadings. The PI inspector will take account of
this when deciding upon the appropriate PI cycle (may be less than 10 years
commensurate with risk).

•

Underwater Inspections - Some assets may require underwater inspection to check
for scour or other defects. The use of specialist divers should only be considered when
other potential methods (such as remote camera inspections, geophysical or sonar
surveys etc) have been discounted .
Diving inspections or draining of the waterway may need a number of assets to be
grouped together and dealt with at the same time. It is unlikely therefore that an
underwater inspection can be completed on every asset at the same time as the PI.
Where the inspector considers that an underwater inspection is required it will be noted
in the report together with the latest date by which it should be carried out. The APM will
ensure that arrangements for underwater inspections are carried out in a cost effective
manner and on a regular basis as recommended by the inspector.

•

River Weirs - Diving inspections at River Weirs can be high risk. Alternatives such as
sonar may not work well in fast flowing or turbulent water. If the inspector considers
there is enough visible evidence of the condition without a diving survey then a PI may
be recorded. The inspector will consider historical and construction records, evidence
from low and high flow conditions, whether the weir is flowing smoothly (which would
suggest crest is level and relatively defect free), any crest subsidence, whether there is
excessive turbulence downstream or on the downstream face (could indicate loss of
face material, holes or scour).

•

Reservoirs - Regular inspections are required under Section 10 (S10 - Inspecting
Engineer) and Section 12 (S12 - Supervising Engineer) of the Reservoirs Act 1975. S10
Inspections focus primarily on the dam and associated structures with particular regard
for the safety of the public downstream. S10 Inspections are the equivalent of a PI for a
Reservoir and are usually required on a 10 yearly cycle (although legally could be
required each year). The text of the S10 report will be recorded on a Z2 notification in
SAP

•

Feeders – and feeder assets will not normally require a PI unless required by the APM.

•

Tunnels - present particular potential safety hazards and require specialist knowledge
by the inspector. Tunnel PIs will be carried out by experienced specialist staff. In a
limited number of cases a short length of tunnel acts as a public road bridge and a load
assessment will also be required. PIs will include signs, reflective markers and all other
facilities installed to comply with the tunnel safety procedures.
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Docks – additional requirements may need to be taken into account under local,
national and international legislation, particularly for Statutory Port Areas.

Repaired or Newly Constructed Asset Types
•
Following remedial works – the project engineer or project manager will have
sufficient knowledge to decide if the works have addressed defects identified in previous
reports. This person will complete a Z2 notification with sufficient detail to describe the
works carried out, and will reassess any changes in grades. If this person does not hold
PI certification for the specific asset, they will verify the proposed grades with a PI
inspector certificated for that asset type, before completing the Z2 notification. The Z2
notification will be completed within one month of the date of substantial completion of
the works. It is the responsibility of the APM to ensure that the asset record has been
amended
•

Following construction of a new asset - a new Functional Location will be added to
SAP, with a Z2 notification from the project engineer or project manager containing
details and grades of the new asset, within one month of substantial completion. This
will refer to as-built drawings and any other documents that define the construction of
the asset. It is the responsibility of the APM to ensure that the asset record has been
created.
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5. LOCK GATES
5.1 Introduction
Quality data on lock gates is essential for prioritisation of the gate replacement programme.
Lock gates are recorded separately in SAP as functional locations which enables their
condition and serviceability factors to be recorded individually.

5.2 Assets to be inspected
All BW owned lock gates will be separately inspected in accordance with these procedures.
Lock gates are defined to include lock gates, safety gates, flood gates and associated
equipment (e.g. gate paddles etc). A single gate comprises one or two leaves, and each
gate will be subject to a separate inspection.

5.3 Inspection Cycles
Lock gates will be subject to a hierarchical and cyclical regime of:
Inspection type
Length Inspection (LI)
Annual Inspection (AI)
Gate Measurement
Inspection (GMI)

Inspection frequency
Monthly (see section 4.4)
Yearly in accordance with section 4.5 and the prompt-list in
Appendix 10.
In accordance with section 5.6, the prompt-list in Appendix 10
and Appendix 23

5.4 Repaired and Newly Constructed Lock Gates
• Following remedial works – the Inspection Reviewer will have sufficient knowledge to
decide if the works have addressed defects identified in previous reports. This person
will complete a Z2 notification with sufficient detail to describe the works carried out, and
will reassess any changes in grades and to key criteria. This will be done following
major remedial works and may also be required following routine servicing, component
replacement, repairs, or major overhaul. The Z2 notification will be completed within
one month of the date of substantial completion of the works. It is the responsibility of
Inspection Reviewer to ensure that the asset record has been amended.
• Following construction of a new asset - For all new lock gates, a record will be added
to SAP, accompanied by a Z2 notification containing details and factors for the new
asset, within one month of substantial completion. This will refer to as-built drawings and
any other documents that define the construction of the asset. It is the responsibility of
the Inspection Reviewer to ensure that the asset record has been amended.
5.5 Annual Inspection (AI)
Purpose
The AI will identify whether Minimum Safety Standards requirements are being met. It will
ascertain changes in condition of lock gates and associated equipment, to ensure that no
significant deterioration is taking place, and will identify required maintenance in order to
extend the overall life of the gate
Content
The AI consists of detailed observation of lock gates and their constituent parts, guided by
the prompt-list in Appendices 17 and 22. Inspectors will refer to previous AI reports, apply
their engineering judgement and knowledge of condition of lock gates, and note any
changes. The AI will monitor adherence to Minimum Safety Standards in Appendix 21.
AIs will include the inspection of:
• Level of vegetation growth.
• All bumpers and wear components.
• Ergonomic and safe operation of the gates, paddle gear and associated structures.
• Planking, posts and leakage
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Walkways, tail bridges etc

The inspector will operate the gate and paddle gear to check operation of all moving parts.
An AI of a lock gate that contains significant M&E components will reference the latest
information recorded for those components (see Section 5).
By attendance at the AI, the Length Inspector will be aware of the results of the inspection
and any specific actions required. Z4 notifications will specify recommendations for actions
to be performed by others.
Inspection Cycle
Gate AIs will be carried out annually coincident with the infrastructure AI (routine planned
maintenance will normally be carried out at about the same time). More frequent inspections
may be required if identified in previous AIs or GMIs, or if required by the Asset Engineer.
Report
Outputs from AIs will be used to identify any Minimum Safety Standards, remedial,
maintenance or customer service work required. Any safety related work identified will be
dealt with urgently if appropriate to the circumstances. Any constraints to work, such as
heritage issues, will also be recorded.
To maintain separation between grades applied to principal assets, assessments of lock
gates (as sub-assets of the lock) refer to factors. Where the AI shows significant change, or
a change to the Condition or Serviceability Factors, the inspector will complete a manual Z2
notification within 1 month of the date of the AI, defining the changed factors, and the
reasons for the reassessment.
Where the AI shows no significant change from previous reports, the record of the AI on lock
gates will be incorporated onto the standard LI report using the form in Appendix 9 and will
be signed off and actioned in the same way.
Report Retention
Notifications are held in perpetuity in SAP
Inspectors
The inspection of lock gates will be carried out by a certificated AI inspector as described in
section 4.5.

5.6 Gate Measurement Inspection (GMI)
Purpose
GMIs are carried out to confirm that gates, paddle gear etc are in need of replacement, and
to undertake measurement for design and construction purposes. They inform our lock gate
manufacture and replacement programme with factual data on lock gate condition and
operation.
Content
The GMI will provide a detailed measurement record of each element of a lock gate. It is a
visual inspection, probing and measurement record of the accessible parts of the gate
carried out wherever possible from touching distance.
The Inspector will apply engineering knowledge in assessing the significance of defects and
whether they indicate a more complex problem than those indicated by a cursory inspection.
The Inspector will be aware of gates with high heritage value, and will be able to identify and
understand decay mechanisms affecting the historic fabric of such structures.
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In discussion with the APM, the inspector will confirm whether it is more appropriate for the
gate to be replaced, repaired, or otherwise
Inspection Cycle
Gates will have a GMI within 3 years prior to planned replacement. The inspection and
replacement programme will be driven by condition and serviceability data in SAP obtained
during AI’s.
Report
A GMI report in the Workshop prescribed format will confirm the need for replacement or
detail of repair. The report will include physical characteristics, measurements, drawings and
photographs as appropriate. It will list items suitable for retention. It will include consideration
of the appropriateness of the existing and replacement gates, paddles etc for their location.
Heritage data should be included for those items of lock gates, or the gates themselves,
identified as having heritage value. This will contain additional specialist heritage advice,
specifications, and list items to be retained and fitted to the replacement gates. In particular
it will provide guidance on whether future works are likely to require internal or external
consultation.
Inspectors
Lock gate inspections require specialist knowledge, and GMIs will be carried out by
appropriately trained and experienced people. Lock gate inspectors will be certificated by the
Head of Engineering. A copy of the completed certificate will be forwarded immediately to
the Head of Asset Management who will enter details on the corporate database.
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6. MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
6.1 Introduction
All fixed assets are identified as having or not having a mechanical and electrical (M&E)
component in SAP. Those fixed assets that have an electrical component of any sort have
further characteristics stored in SAP with a specific notification type, ZA, implemented to
enable the results of the various inspection types to be recorded to cover the statutory and
other BW requirements.

6.2 Types of Inspection
M&E equipment forming part of some Principal Assets requires different inspection
processes to the civil and structural part of such assets, and to those assets that are purely
civil and structural in nature. Factors affecting inspection processes are:
•
•
•
•

Safety-related statutory instruments that drive inspection cycles.
The relatively short life-span of M&E equipment.
The rapid rate of deterioration possible and the consequent severe effects on safety
and operational serviceability.
The need for planned maintenance and cyclic replacement.

Typical comparative design lives are:
•
•
•
•
•

Main infrastructure assets
Major mechanical equipment
Hydraulic equipment
Electrical panel work
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) systems

>50 years
40 - 50 years
25 - 30 years
15 - 20 years
<10 years

Typical maintenance/replacement cycles for M&E equipment are:
•
•
•
•
•

6 monthly minor maintenance.
12 monthly major maintenance.
3 - 4 yearly replacement of relays, limit and proximity switches, level sensors, etc.
5 - 7 yearly replacement of maintenance free bearings, hydraulic hoses, main
contactors, lifting chains, etc.
10 yearly replacement of hydraulic cylinders, hydraulic oil, PLC units, key switches,
push buttons, user displays, back-up battery packs, etc.

6.3 Operational Serviceability
The principal effect of the condition of M&E assets is on the Operational Serviceability that
the asset can deliver. The effects of deteriorating condition can range from reduced
efficiency, to non-compliance with updated safety standards, to complete operational failure.
The close relationship between the condition of an M&E asset, its safety and operational
serviceability, together with the rapid deterioration that can occur, requires that the
prioritisation of work on M&E assets be separate from that associated with the civil and
structural aspects of assets. To this end, the concept of Operational Serviceability is used to
reflect all aspects of the condition of M&E assets, see Appendix 20. Consequence of Failure
will be the same as defined for the main asset.
Operational Serviceability is recorded against each asset with an M&E component by the
M&E Engineer through a ZA notification that records the score and the date of the
inspection. Operational Serviceability can be judged at any time such as during a planned
maintenance activity or other inspection, and any change in the Operational Serviceability
can be recorded.
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6.4 Inspection Cycles
AIP inspections are synchronised with statutory inspection and maintenance cycle
requirements. The Operational Serviceability of M&E assets is regularly and continually
reassessed in conjunction with these cycles.
Statutory inspections will take place at cycles defined in Sections 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8.
Maintenance and replacement of M&E components will take place at cycles required by the
Technical Manuals for the asset. These are defined in Section 6.9 based on standard
minimum maintenance cycles.
Statutory instruments referred to are:
•
•
•

Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR)
Lifting Operations Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 (LOLER)
Pressure Systems Safety Regulations 2000 (PSSR)

6.5 BW Competency Definitions
The competency of BW staff working with M&E equipment is defined in the M&E Safety
Procedures for the following 3 levels:
•
•
•

Senior Authorised Person (S.A.P.) - waterway unit M&E Engineer or Supervisor.
Authorised Person (A.P.) - waterway unit M&E craftsman typically electrician or fitter.
Instructed Person (I.P) – waterway unit staff with specific M&E tasks.

6.6 Lifting Operations Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 (LOLER)
Purpose
LOLER, in relation to AIP 2008, applies to the parts of fixed assets that lift, such as lift
bridges, gantries, runway beams, passenger lifts, cranes, boat lifts etc., as might be found in
pumping stations, workshops and depots. LOLER requires “Thorough Examination and
Inspection” of lifting equipment at defined cycles.
Content
A LOLER thorough examination and inspection examines only those portions of the asset
that are directly related to lifting and the safety of lifting, e.g., chains, wire ropes, shackles,
winch brakes, tie rods, lifting cylinders, etc. It is not an inspection of the structure of the asset
such as the building supporting the lifting beam or the structure of a lift bridge. For the
application of LOLER to lift accessories see BW Direction “Management of Lifting
Operations”. Due to their unusual nature, the content of a LOLER thorough examination and
inspection for lift bridges and boat lifts is defined by BW.
Inspection Cycle
LOLER – requires yearly thorough examination and inspection of fixed lifting equipment not
designed for lifting people. These inspections are arranged by the Inspecting Authority
(currently Royal Sun Alliance).
LOLER – requires six-monthly thorough examination and inspection of fixed lifting equipment
designed for lifting people. (e.g., passenger lifts in BW owned buildings and boat lifts). These
inspections are arranged by the Inspecting Authority (currently Royal Sun Alliance).
Inspection Standard
The inspection standard is defined by the LOLER Approved Code of Practice available from
Health & Safety Commission.
Report
The pass/fail result and the date of inspection will be recorded in a ZA notification by the
M&E Engineer against the asset together with any change of Operational Serviceability
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noted; a fail result will automatically result in a score of 0%. Any follow on work should be
processed through a Z4 notification.
Report Retention
Reports from LOLER inspections are held by the inspecting authority (currently Royal Sun
Alliance) on their “e-report” system. This can be accessed by the responsible person in each
BU, usually the M&E Engineer or M&E Supervisor.
Inspectors
Inspectors work for the holder of the BW national contract (currently Royal Sun Alliance) for
the inspection and maintenance of records for lifting equipment to comply with LOLER.

6.7 Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR)
Purpose
Each asset that has an electricity meter will, by definition, have an electrical system attached
that will require certification under the statutory Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (EWR)
to ensure the safety of the electrical installation.
Some assets may have isolated electrical systems with no meter, e.g., Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) battery outstations, generator-powered sites, work-boat
workshop pods, work-boat accommodation pods etc. Such assets also fall under EWR under
all circumstances even if the nominal voltage is below that defined in BS7671 as Separated
Extra Low Voltage, (SELV), i.e., below 50 V AC or 120 V DC.
Content
The content of an EWR Periodic Inspection is defined by BS7671 and Guidance Note 3
thereof. The S.A.P will make an assessment of the asset and electrical installation to set the
range and scope of the Periodic Inspection dependant on the condition, use and previous
inspection history. The presence of up to date circuit diagrams of the installation is a
requirement for successful completion of the Periodic Inspection.
Inspection Cycle
EWR Periodic Inspections will be carried out on electrical systems at 1, 3 or 5 yearly
intervals depending on the nature of the installation as defined by the M&E Safety
Procedures.
Inspection Standard
Inspections will be carried out as defined by BS7671 and Guidance Note 3 thereof.
Report
The results from an EWR Periodic Inspection will be recorded in a ZA notification by the
M&E Engineer against the asset together with any change of Operational Serviceability
noted; a score of 1 under the BS7671 form 6 will result in a score of 0%. Scores of 2 and 3
will result in a Z4 notification for follow on work being issued, a score of 4 may result in a Z4
notification being issued.
1. Observations and Recommendations – summary of the inspection, test results,
observations and recommendations
2. Result – a single number defining the overall status of the installation
0
1
2
3
4
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Report Retention
The original of the EWR Periodic Inspection report is retained by the S.A.P. in each
waterway unit including all historical records. A physical indication (label, tag etc) of the last
test date and next test date, securely affixed to the asset, must be clearly displayed.
Inspectors
Inspectors will be either:
• NICEIC or ECA registered contractors (NICEIC and ECA are contractors
organisations guaranteeing minimum competency standards for electrical works).
• Qualified, competency-assessed BW staff (A.P. or S.A.P.).

6.8 Pressure Systems Safety Regulations 2000 (PSSR)
Purpose
The statutory Pressure Systems Safety Regulations 2000 affect all pressure vessels and
pressure systems, whether fixed or mobile, where the relevant fluid, i.e., the working fluid, is
a gas, a gas dissolved in a liquid or a liquid that, on release of pressure, would form a gas at
a pressure above 0.5 bar and where the product of the pressure in bar and vessel volume in
litres exceeds 250 bar-litres.
It does not apply to pressure systems where the relevant fluid is a non volatile liquid such as
hydraulic oil or water at ambient temperature. However, some oil pressure systems may use
accumulators containing compressed gas, such as nitrogen and these systems will fall under
the regulations in respect of the accumulator and the protective devices thereof if the
capacity of any accumulator in bar-litres is greater than 250.
Content
A PSSR inspection is defined by a competent person as a written scheme for each pressure
system.
Inspection Cycle
PSSR requires inspections on cycles as defined by the written scheme for each pressure
system. Notifications will be issued on cycles as determined by the written scheme.
Inspection Standard
The inspection standard is defined by the PSSR written scheme.
Report
The pass/fail result and the date of inspection will be recorded by the M&E Engineer in a ZA
notification against the asset together with any change of Operational Serviceability noted; a
fail result will automatically result in a score of 0%. Any follow on work should be processed
through a Z4 notification.
Report Retention
Reports from PSSR inspections are held by the inspecting authority (currently Royal Sun
Alliance) on their “e-report” system. This can be accessed by the responsible person in each
BU, usually the M&E Engineer or M&E Supervisor.
Inspectors
Inspectors work for the holder of the BW national contract for the inspection and
maintenance of records for pressure systems to comply with PSSR (currently Royal Sun
Alliance) who also define the written scheme for each pressure installation.

6.9 Inspections of M&E Assets During Planned Maintenance
Purpose
Inspections of M&E assets will coincide with planned maintenance, including the cyclic
replacement of components. Reports will be used to develop requirements for statutory
inspection, Technical Manuals, drawings, planned maintenance and future inspections.
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Content
The inspection will assess the condition of the M&E portions of the asset in accordance with
their Operational Serviceability (see Appendix 20), the determination of which is influenced
by the availability and condition of drawings, documents, certificates, statutory inspections
and compliance, Technical Manuals, and the history of maintenance.
Inspection Cycle
M&E assets will be inspected and have their Operational Serviceability reassessed at every
major maintenance interval as defined in the Technical Manuals; generally every year or
less, and in no case greater than a year.
Inspection Standard
Inspection standards are based on planned maintenance requirements carried out
concurrently with the inspection. The work done varies from year to year dependant on
individual component replacement cycles. The depth of the inspection to assess the M&E
Operational Serviceability varies with the planned maintenance to be undertaken; the greater
the work, the more detailed the inspection will be.
Planned maintenance will be carried out in accordance with the Technical Manuals supplied
with the equipment, updated as necessary by the S.A.P. to reflect changes since installation.
Where Technical Manuals are not available, the scope of the planned maintenance will be
defined by the S.A.P. based on similar equipment. The S.A.P. will endeavour to develop
Technical Manuals, along with the necessary drawings and documents, to complete the
statutory and BW requirements for the asset.
Report
For assets with an existing maintenance or inspection history, the M&E Operational
Serviceability will be reviewed on each major maintenance cycle. Where an M&E inspection
has been completed for an asset that has an infrastructure PI, then that Z2 Notification will
be put back into it process and the results of the M&E inspection added to the relevant
sections. Operational Serviceability will be separately recorded by the M&E Engineer using a
ZA notification.
For assets with no maintenance or inspection history, the assessment of the Operational
Serviceability will be of the same form as the infrastructure PI (see section 4.6).
Infrastructure grade sections must not be completed and Operational Serviceability will be
separately recorded using a ZA notification.
Report Retention
Notifications are held in perpetuity in SAP. Planned maintenance records will be retained by
the waterway unit M&E Engineer.
Inspectors
The competency of BW staff to carry out both planned maintenance and inspections will be
in accordance with the M&E Safety Procedures. The competency of contractors undertaking
planned maintenance will be assessed by the S.A.P prior to placement of contracts
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Certificate of Competency for
Reservoir Surveillance Inspector
In Accordance with the Asset Inspection Procedures (AIP2008) I hereby appoint

Name:

As a competent person to carry out Reservoir Surveillance Inspections

NOTE: This certificate of Competency expires 5 years after the date below
Nominated By……………………………………………………………….Line Manager
Signed by…………………………………………… ..Reservoir Supervising Engineer

Date:………………………………………………

Sample only – Use electronic version
A copy of this form must be forwarded to the Head of Asset Management on completion
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Length Inspector Certificate

Certificate of Competency for
Length Inspector
In Accordance with the Asset Inspection Procedures (AIP2008) I hereby Appoint

Name:

As a competent person to carry out Length Inspections

NOTE: This certificate of Competency expires 5 years after the date below
Nominated By……………………………………………………………….Line Manager
Signed by…………………………………………… …..Asset & Programme Manager

Date:………………………………………………
Sample only – Use electronic version
A copy of this form must be forwarded to the Head of Asset Management on completion
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Annual Inspector Certificate

Certificate of Competency for
Annual Inspector
In Accordance with the Asset Inspection Procedures (AIP2008) I hereby Appoint

Name:

As a competent person to carry out Annual Inspections

NOTE: This certificate of Competency expires 5 years after the date below
Nominated By……………………………………………………………

Line Manager

Signed by………………………………………………… Asset & Programme Manager

Date:………………………………………………
Sample only – Use electronic version
A copy of this form must be forwarded to the Head of Asset Management on completion
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Annual Inspector Certificate

Name:-

Enter Name Here

Employer:-

British Waterways

Location:-

London Canals

Qualifications:-

(BSc, CEng, HND (Civils) etc.)

Membership of Professional Institutions:-

(MI Struct E, MICE, FRICS etc)

Training:Details of any relevant training under agreement, or other training courses with dates

Relevant Experience:Summary of past experience relevant to the inspection of the asset types for which
certification is sought

Reference from Manager:A brief reference form an appropriate Manager confirming from personal experience
the ability of the individual to carry out the report on Annual Inspections as required
by AIP2008
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Principal Inspector Certificate

Certificate of Competency for
Principal Inspector
In Accordance with the Asset Inspection Procedures (AIP2008) I hereby appoint

Name:
As a competent person to carry out Principal Inspections on the following asset types

NOTE: This certificate of Competency expires 5 years after the date below
Nominated By……………………………………… Head of Engineering/Chief Engineer
Signed by…………………………………………………………………Technical Director
Date:………………………………………………
Sample only – Use electronic version
A copy of this form must be forwarded to the Head of Asset Management on completion
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Principal Inspector Certificate

Name:-

Enter Name Here

Employer:-

British Waterways

Location:-

London Canals

Qualifications:-

(BSc, CEng, HND (Civils) etc.)

Membership of Professional Institutions:-

(MI Struct E, MICE, FRICS etc)

Training:Details of any relevant training under agreement, or other relevant training courses
with dates

Relevant Experience:Summary of past experience relevant to the inspection of the asset types for which
certification is sought

Reference from Manager:A brief reference form an appropriate Manager confirming from personal experience
the ability of the individual to carry out the report on Principal Inspections as required
by AIP2008
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Principal Inspector Certificate

Certificate of Competency for
Lock Gate Measurement Inspector
In accordance with the Asset Inspection Procedures (AIP2008) I hereby Appoint

Name:
As a competent person to carry out Lock Gate Measurement Inspections

NOTE: This certificate of Competency expires 5 years after the date below
Nominated By……………………………………………………….……….Line Manager
Signed by…………………………………………………………..…Head of Engineering

Date:………………………………………………
Sample only – Use electronic version
A copy of this form must be forwarded to the Head of Asset Management on completion
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Name:-

Enter Name Here

Employer:-

British Waterways

Location:-

Workshop

Principal Inspector Certificate

Qualifications:Membership of Professional Institutions:-

Training:Details of any relevant training with dates

Relevant Experience:Summary of past experience relevant to the inspection of lock gates

Reference from Manager:A brief reference from an appropriate Manager confirming from personal experience
the ability of the individual to carry out the inspection of lock gates
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Definition of Principal Assets

APPENDIX 6 - Definition of Principal and Feeder Assets
Obj.
Type

Description

Definition of Principal Assets and the elements to be
inspected under AIP2008

Feeder Assets
(may not require
inspection under
AIP2008)

001

Aqueduct
Note: Aqueducts
carrying the waterway
over a transport route
built after the
waterway may not be
owned by BW.

Structure carrying a waterway over an obstruction such as a river, road,
or valley. Normally comprises a trough carried directly upon
single/multiple arches, or abutments and piers.
Includes trough, approaches, road or river invert, river protection walls,
cut waters, inspection paths, draw off sluices within the aqueduct.
Note: Similar structures that take the form of a large culvert will be
classified as Object Type 005 Culvert. They will usually comprise a
tubular or arched structure passing under a waterway or through an
embankment

Pipe bridges carrying a feeder
over an obstruction will be
regarded as aqueducts

002

Accommodation
Bridge

Bridge constructed to provide access across the waterway, feeder or
river for an adjacent landowner or to maintain a Right of Way. Such
bridges will not be carrying a public road or a towpath.
Includes approach walls, approach ramps, surfacing, waterway invert,
weight restriction signs, stop plank grooves and planks and M&E
equipment.

Not to be used when feeder is
piped or culverted and the
culvert is less than 900mm
diameter, and a track simply
passes over the top - 078
should be used in this case.

003

Public Road Bridge

A bridge carrying a public highway maintained by a highway authority or
the Highways Agency.
Includes any bridge control cabin or other ancillary buildings, approach
walls, approach ramps, surfacing, waterway invert, weight restriction
signs, stop plank grooves and planks and M&E equipment.

Not to be used when feeder is
culverted under a road and less
than 900mm diameter - 078
should be used in this case.
Should be registered with
Highway Authorities as ‘Streets
of Special Engineering Difficulty’
under New Roads &
Streetworks Act.

004

Towpath/ Turnover
Bridge
Note: Bridges
constructed after the
waterway was built
(e.g. over a new arm
or marina) may not be
owned by BW.

A bridge carrying the towpath from one side of the waterway or feeder to
the other. May also carry the towpath over a feeder channel, river inlet or
an obstruction, waterway arm or junction.
May take the form of a culvert or conventional bridge

Only use if the feeder has a
path (similar to a towpath)
associated with it and the bridge
is designed to continue the path
over an obstruction or to the
other side of the feeder channel.
For other small footbridges use
046.

Culvert
Note: Troughs carried
directly on single or
multiple arches, or
piers will be Object
Type 001 Aqueduct.

A tubular, box, piped or arched structure that carries a waterway or
feeder over an obstruction (typically a small watercourse). May be
horizontal, inclined, or inverted siphonic, May form part of a piped
surface water drain that has not been adopted by a Water Company or
Local Authority and remains in BW ownership.
Includes culvert structure, inlet and outlet headwalls, catch pits,
inspection accesses, overflow weir (if integral to the culvert), stream
upstream and down stream within sphere of influence.

Do not use for culverted
sections of the feeder itself, only
where a watercourse passes
beneath the feeder.

006

Major Cutting
Note: Cuttings on each
side of the waterway
are separate assets

Excavated earth structure where surrounding ground level is at least 3m
above water level for a continuous length of at least 200m, or greater
than 6m at any point.
Includes crest, slope, face, toe, bank protection, towpath, inspection
access, drainage, ditches, retaining walls, vegetation.

As principal definition

007

Dry Dock

A chamber for boats that can be dewatered.
Includes chamber, gates, work areas, sluices, M&E or hydraulic
equipment, safety equipment, accesses, pedestrian bridges or walkways,
stop plank grooves, planks and any associated building.

Not applicable

008

Licensed Waste Site

Area of land with current operating license, that may be bunded and
designed to contain dredged materials. These may be on BW land or on
land in other ownership. They may be active or dormant but will be
available for use if required.
Includes bunds, fencing, signs, drainage, accesses, run-off, leachate and
other monitoring systems.

Not applicable

009

Major Embankment
Note: Embankments
on each side of the
waterway are separate
assets.

Constructed earth structure where surrounding natural ground level is at
least 3m below water level for a continuous length of at least 200m, or
greater than 6m at any point.
Includes crest, slope face, toe, bank protection, towpath, surfacing,
inspection accesses, drains, ditches, retaining walls, vegetation.

As principal definition

010

Lock
Note: Gates, furniture
and operating
mechanisms are
subject to separate
inspection
Note: Pairs of locks
side by side are two
separate assets. A
staircase flight will
reflect the number of
locks in the flight with
separate records for
each.

Structure designed to raise/lower boats on a waterway by operation of
lock gates. May be found singly or in flights. In a staircase flight the top
gates of one lock form the bottom gates of another.
Includes chamber, lock side, quadrants, ladders, bollards, sluices, lock
landings, by-pass weirs and culverts, pedestrian bridges, lock control
cabins, safety equipment, accesses, steps, ramps, stop plank grooves
and planks.
Note: Cascaded locks and gate-less locks now used as weirs are
classified as Object Type 18 Weired Locks.)
Note: Disused or abandoned locks, probably no longer in water, not
requiring inspection will be classified as Object Type 038 Disused Lock

Not applicable

005
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Includes approach walls, approach ramps, surfacing, waterway invert,
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Obj.
Type

Description

Definition of Principal Assets

Definition of Principal Assets and the elements to be
inspected under AIP2008

Feeder Assets
(may not require
inspection under
AIP2008)

011

Pumping Station
Note: If controls are in
a building used
primarily for other
purposes, the building
will be recorded as a
building asset type and
be subject to
inspection by a
Building Surveyor.

A facility designed to pump water to or from the waterway (includes all
operational pumping stations and back pumping stations.
Includes intake, outfall, shaft (or borehole or well), pipelines, M&E
equipment, drainage, emergency equipment, fixed lifting equipment,
power supply, any building used solely to house the pumps or control
equipment, and any other ancillary structure regarded as part of the
Pumping Station.

As principal definition

012

Reservoir
Note: Man-made
feeders and controlled
streams and
watercourses are dealt
with separately.

All reservoirs (not just those requiring inspection under the Reservoirs
Act 1975).
Includes dam or head bank, draw off, flood weirs, emergency draw down
arrangements, valves, valve houses, uncontrolled feeders into reservoir,
access, user facilities (e.g. fishing stages), safety equipment and fencing,
bridges, spillway and downstream channel within sphere of influence.
Also any other ancillary structure or building that forms part of the
operation of the Reservoir.

As principal definition. An asset
on a feeder channel km length

013

Sluice
Note: A bank of
sluices will be
recorded as a single
asset with number of
gates or valves
recorded in the asset
characteristic fields
Note: Sluices
bypassing water
around a lock will be
included as an
element of the lock.

A valve mechanism to allow drainage of a waterway or flood control on a
river (if stand-alone and not associated with a culvert) May occur singly
or in combination.
Includes let off valves, bed/trunk paddles approach walls, discharge
channel within sphere of influence, locking mechanism.

As principal definition. 013 –
Sluice should be used for let off
valves and washout and air
valves but not for Flow Control
Structures

014

Stop/Safety/ Flood
Gate

Gate spanning waterway or river, which exist for the emergency retention
of water or to protect property from flooding, including tidal fluctuations.
Includes body, gates, access.

Not applicable

015

Tunnel

A tunnel (whether operational, closed or abandoned) designed to carry a
waterway through a physical obstruction (such as a hill). Includes tunnel,
portals, towpath, emergency accesses, ventilation shafts, and signage.

Never to be used for a structure
on a feeder.

016

Canal Weir - Note:
Lock bypass weirs are
included within the
lock asset record.

Weir (not a part of a lock structure) whose purpose is to convey surplus
water away from the canal. Includes approach walls, crest, apron,
discharge channel within sphere of influence, integral sluices, crest
planks, access for clearance, over bridge, safety boom.

017

River Weir

Weir on river navigation whose purpose is to create and maintain an
adequate depth of water for navigation.
Includes approach walls, crest, apron, discharge channel within sphere
of influence, integral sluices, crest planks, access for clearance, over
bridge, safety boom, fish pass (where owned).

018

Weired Lock

019

Dock - Note: Dock
Gates are subject to
separate inspections
Note: This object type
is used for smaller
docks. Large docks
will eventually be
included in SAP as
specific channel
lengths

Cascaded or non-operational locks used as weirs.
Includes chamber, weir, lock side and lock side furniture, sluices,
pedestrian bridges, M&E and hydraulic equipment, safety equipment,
accesses, stop plank grooves and planks.
An artificial enclosed body of water, access to which may be controlled
by a lock, in which ships may moor, be loaded, unloaded, or repaired
(the term ship can apply to vessels other than sea going ships, and
loading and unloading can include passengers). Includes harbours.

As principal definition, can be
used for waste weirs on feeders.
For compensation flow control
structures use Flow Control
Structure
As principal definition, includes
weirs in main rivers diverting
flow into feeder; a weir with
crest length <10m would
generally be a Flow Control
Structure. River Weirs will
generally have an associated
Flow Control Structure such as
a sluice, orifice or weir.
Not applicable

Not applicable

Includes chamber, walls, work areas, sluices, M&E and hydraulic
equipment, safety equipment, accesses, pedestrian bridges or walkways,
stop plank grooves and planks. Also any associated buildings.

020

Boat Lift - Note:
Excludes hoists or
other plant used to
remove boats from the
water.

Mechanical structure designed to raise or lower boats between different
waterway levels. Includes vertical lifts, inclined planes and rotating lifts.
Includes structure, gondola, gates, work areas, sluices, M&E and
hydraulic equipment, safety equipment, accesses, pedestrian bridges or
walkways, stop plank grooves and planks. Also any associated buildings.

Not applicable

021

BW Office

An operational BW building whose primary function is an office.

Not applicable

022

BW Workshop

An operational BW building whose primary function is a workshop.

Not applicable

023

BW Dwelling

A BW dwelling occupied by operational staff.

Not applicable

024

Customer Service
Facility

An operational BW building whose primary purpose is to provide service
functions for customers (e.g. sanitary station).

Not applicable

025

BW Support Building

Any other operational BW buildings, not covered by the definitions
above. e.g. Garages.

Not applicable
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APPENDIX 7 - Definition of some Other Infrastructure Assets
Obj.
Type
029

Description

Definition of Other Asset Type

Smaller Feeder Assets

Channel

Canal or Feeder channel

As Other definition

030

Length

1km (or less) segment of canal, river or feeder

As Other definition

031

Cascade

Structure designed to allow water to fall to a lower level over series of steps.

As Other definition

032

Retaining Wall

Wall whose prime purpose is to give support to land above a waterway or
feeder (where waterway is in cutting).

As Other definition

038

Disused Lock

Disused or abandoned lock, probably not in water, not requiring inspection

Not applicable

039

DME Building

Operational BW building housing non core business eg visitor centre, shop.

Not applicable

045

Feeder Outfall

Outfall or discharge point of a controlled feeder into a waterway.
Note: Other discharge points should be recorded as object type 073.

As Other definition

046

Footbridge (Minor)

Small bridge (not large enough to be considered object type 002 or 004, and
not being or forming part of a Principal Asset such as a lock or weir) providing
pedestrian access over an obstruction such as a ditch or channel

Footbridge (often timber) to
carry footpath over feeder. Not
to be used when feeder is
simply culverted under a path
- 078 should be used.

052

Lighthouse

Structure with one or more navigation lights accessed by an internal ladder or
staircase protected from the elements.

Not applicable

053

Listed Structure

054

Lock Bypass

056

Lock Gate

064

Winding Hole

067

Mile/Marker Post

070

Not applicable
Not applicable
Widening in a waterway channel specifically designed to allow boats to turn

Not applicable

Navigational Aid

Structure or framework with one or more navigation lights accessed by an
external ladder not protected from the elements, or by mobile plant.

Not applicable

073

Outfall/Discharge
Point

An outfall or discharge point into a waterway.
Note: Feeder discharge points should be recorded under object type 045.

Not applicable

074

Pier/Jetty

A stone, steel or timber structure with water on both sides designed primarily to
allow freight or passengers to be transferred to and from vessels.

Not applicable

077

Pipe/Cable Bridge

Bridge, the prime purpose of which is to carry pipes or cables over a channel

As Other definition

078

Piped Section

082

Property (Land)

083

Public Car Park

084

Residual Arm

086

Sign

Sign board or plaque providing information or warning to customers

087

Slipway

Inclined ramp allowing safe access to the water to launch or recover boats.

089

Stop Plank
Grooves

A pair of grooves, one on each side of the canal, to allow stop planks to be
installed in an emergency or to allow remedial works to be undertaken.
Note: Stop plank grooves may be sited independently but they are usually built
in to other assets such as bridges or locks. In such cases they will be inspected
as part of those assets, but should be recorded separately to provide a
complete listing of the location of each pair of stop plank grooves.

092

Towpath Access
Point

Opening, gate, steps or ramp for vehicular or pedestrian access onto towpath
from an adjacent route

093

Towpath Barrier

Barrier positioned across a towpath designed to prevent access by cycles,
vehicles or animals

097

Tunnel Portal

Retaining structure supporting the ground at the end of a tunnel and providing
entrance to it.
Includes portal face, parapets, wingwalls

098

Other Turning
Point

A point, which is not a recognised Winding Hole, at which boats may turn

099

Tunnel Air Shaft

Shaft with tower at ground level providing ventilation to a tunnel

101

Waste Site
(Former or
Exempt)

Unlicensed sites on BW property. These will be closed sites and may not
require a PI but may represent a potential liability and need some inspection
over time.
Note: Closed sites on land not owned by BW and “Disposal under exemption”
sites are not to be recorded).

104

Waterway Basin

An artificial enclosed body of water smaller than and not classified as a Dock,
in which boats may load, unload or moor. Access may or may not be controlled
by a lock.
Includes specifically constructed widenings in the canal not classified as
Winding Holes. These may provide moorings at canal junctions or temporary
moorings prior to lock flights etc

Not applicable

105

Waterway Wharf

Length of wall immediately adjoining a waterway specifically designed for

Not applicable

Issue 2

Piped feeder length <200m
long (>200m long have
specific km length in SAP).
Highway crossings will be
registered with HA’s as
‘Streets of Special
Engineering Difficulty’ under
the New Roads and
Streetworks Act.
Not applicable
BW owned and maintained car park

Not applicable
Not applicable
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Obj.
Type

Description

Definition of Other Asset Type

Smaller Feeder Assets

loading and unloading goods from boats.
Includes walls, mooring bollards or rings
106

Minor Cutting

Cutting where surrounding ground level is not exceeding 3m above water level
for a continuous length of at least 200m, or not exceeding 6m at any point.
Includes crest, slope face, toe, bank protection, towpath, surfacing, inspection
accesses, drainage pipes, ditches, retaining walls and vegetation.
Note: Cuttings on each side of the waterway are separate assets.

As Other definition

109

Minor
Embankment

Embankment where surrounding natural ground level is less than 3m below
water level for a continuous length of at least 200m, or not exceeding 6m at any
point.
Includes crest, slope face, toe, bank protection, towpath, surfacing, inspection
accesses, drainage pipes, ditches, retaining walls and vegetation.
Note: Embankments on each side of the waterway are separate assets.

As Other definition

111

Lake/Pond/
Fishery

Not applicable

112

Side Pond

Not applicable

113

Wildlife Site

116

Breakwater

Structure designed to protect vessels and/or other assets from wave action.

Not applicable

117

Bridge Abutments

Support structures to former bridge deck or arch (now removed).
Note: Pair of abutments classed as one asset

Not applicable

118

Channel Retaining
Wall

Wall whose prime purpose is to give support to a canal or feeder (where canal
is on embankment).

As Other definition

119

BW Access Road

Road, owned and maintained by BW, for the purpose of access to the
waterway track

124

SCADA
Installation

125

SCADA Outstation

126

SCADA
Instrument

127

SCADA UPS

128

SCADA Control

129

Railway Bridge

A bridge carrying a railway (active or disused) owned and maintained by
Network Rail

Not applicable

130

Alleged Asset

Asset believed to exist from historical information but position not yet
established on site

As Other definition

Asset taken out of service and formally abandoned

As Other definition

131

Abandoned Asset

TBA

Access Manhole /
shaft

TBA

Feeder Control
Structure

TBA

Flow Measuring
Structure

TBA

Inverted Siphon

TBA

Silt trap

Issue 2

Not applicable

Structure controlling flow into or in a feeder including small weirs, sluices,
orifices, chambers, silt traps, grills, scum-boards, headwalls etc., sometimes
ancillary to a River Weir, sometimes as separate structure. Eg:
- a structure diverting and controlling flow into a feeder from a watercourse
- a structure controlling flow into a feeder from a River Weir
- a structure along a feeder diverting part of the flow to a watercourse as
compensation flow
- a structure along a feeder diverting flows for operational purposes for
instance to a reservoir, or to a waterway or to waste.
Generally at head of feeder below the feeder intake, there will be a weir, sluice,
slot or orifice in the natural watercourse preventing uncontrolled flow to ‘waste’.
There will also be a weir, sluice, slot or orifice in feeder, allowing controlled flow
to the waterway. Sometimes these structures are power operated, requiring
M&E input. Along the line of the feeder there may be sluices, weirs etc.
designed to restrict or divert the flow.
Does not include reservoir let-off valves which are part of the reservoir
Weir, notch (Vee, Flat, Rectangular, Crump) or flume structure designed to
measure flow in a channel
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Shaft, manhole, inspection
chamber or catchpit in piped
section of feeder. Diversion
manholes are Flow Control
Structures
As Other definition

Weir, flume or venturi to
measure actual flow including
065 – Measuring Flume and
066 – Measuring Weir
Piped section carrying feeder
in inverted siphon beneath
obstacle eg road or railway;
includes grills, silt trap, stop
plank grooves, shaft,
washouts.
Outfall on line/at junction of
feeders - do not include if part
of other structures (eg
siphons)
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APPENDIX 8 - Reservoir Surveillance Inspection Report Form

RESERVOIR………………………………………………………………………………………………………
DATE OF VISIT………………………………………………………………………………………................
RESERVOIR LEVEL (Metres ABOVE + or BELOW – Top Water Level)……………………………….
INSPECTION LIMITATIONS

YES

NO

YES

NO

1. Were you prevented from carrying out a full and proper inspection for
any reason (eg weather, access, vegetation etc)?
If YES give details…………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Remember the 5 S’s: - Seepage, Settlement, Scour, Spillway, Serviceability
SEEPAGE OR LEAKAGE
1. Did you discover any new seepage/leakage?
If YES
• Where…………………………………………………………………………………..
• Size (Seep/Dribble/Trickle/Strong Flow)……………………………………………
• Appearance (clear/cloudy water/dam material being carried)……………………
2. Has any unexpected change occurred in ‘old’ leaks?
If YES give details………………………………………………………………..............
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
SETTLEMENT OR MOVEMENT
1. Did you discover any new settlement in the dam crest or shoulders?
If YES give details……………………………………………………………….............
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Did you discover any new movement of walls or other structures?
If YES give details……………………………………………………………….............
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
SCOUR OR EROSION
1. Did you discover any new scour or eroded area in the wave protection?
If YES give details…………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
SPILLWAY AND BYWASH CHANNEL
1. Did you discover any major obstruction in a spillway or bywash
channel?
If YES give details…………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….

*

*

SERVICEABILITY OF VALVES
1. Did you discover any problem with valve operation?
If YES give details…………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
Signed (Inspector)…………………………………………………………..Date…………………………….
Signed (BU Water Engineer)..…………………………………..…..........Date……………………………
Action Taken……………………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…..
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* If YES then inform Reservoir Supervising Engineer IMMEDIATELY
Appendix 8 - Procedure
1. Walk dam crest and toe
Check for:
i)
ii)
iii)

Erosion of wave protection
Settlement or movement of dam surface
Leakage through dam or at interface with structures

2. Visually inspect spillway channels between headbank and toe, and walk any bywash channels
around Reservoir that may be present.
Check for:
i)
Movement of walls and other surfaces
ii)
Blockages, including approach to spillway
3. Visually inspect (from outside) dry valve shafts and culverts
Check for:
i)
Movement of walls and other surfaces
ii)
Leakage into shaft or culvert
4. Subject to the requirements of Note 1 below, walk through valve tunnels
Check for:
i)
Movement of walls and other surfaces
ii)
Leakage into tunnel or from pipework
5. Subject to the requirements of Note 1 below, operate valves - part travel every four weeks if not
operated for supply during this period, full travel every six months (the RSE should be present
during the valve operation coinciding with the normal S.12 inspection ) –
Check for:
i)
Ease of operation
ii)
Excessive vibration
6. If the Inspector discovers anything considered serious, immediate contact must be made with the
BU Water Engineer. The BU Water Engineer will decide whether it is necessary to inform or to
seek advice from the Reservoir Supervising Engineer.
7. Inform the Reservoir Supervising Engineer immediately if any “YES” boxes are ticked in the
SEEPAGE OR LEAKAGE, or SETTLEMENT OR MOVEMENT sections.
8. Forms will be completed on site and returned immediately to the BU Water Engineer.
9. The BU Water Engineer will countersign the form and record any actions taken.
The form will then be passed to the person at the Waterway responsible for the completion of the
Reservoir Book (see Note 2 below). Individual forms will be disposed of after a minimum period of 12
months.
NOTE 1:
A valve tunnel may be a Confined Space, and if so entry will require a Safe System of Work that may
exclude working alone, and may include PPE, lighting etc. All valve tunnels should have had a risk
assessment, and inspectors must be aware of the results of that assessment before considering
entry.
NOTE 2:
The Reservoir Book is a statutory document that must be filled in by a nominated person at each
Waterway. It records inspections, reservoir levels, significant works and any matters of concern, and
is reviewed by the Reservoir Supervising Engineer, and by the Reservoir Inspecting Engineer on
statutory inspections. The person at the Waterway responsible for its completion must therefore be
informed of any works that have been carried out. The Reservoir Supervising Engineer will provide
advice on what entries must be made to the Reservoir Book.
NOTE 3:
Some reservoirs have vee-notches and piezometers installed. The established system for reporting
their monitoring should be followed.
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APPENDIX 9 - Length Inspection Report Form

Sample only – Use electronic version on G:drive
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APPENDIX 10 - Annual Inspection Prompt-lists
These lists are for the inspectors’ guidance only and are not exhaustive. They are not Check-lists.
AQUEDUCTS
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the structure?
Is parapet height safe in terms of the aqueduct use (generally >1.0m is acceptable)?
Do parapets require repairs (cracked, displaced, or missing parapet walls and copings, repointing)?
Do vertical walls require repairs (pointing, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Does the trough require repairs (cracking, leakage, movement)?
Any significant leakage through soffit (more than isolated and occasional drips)?
Any significant leakage on vertical walls (more than isolated damp patches)?
Are there visible cracks in the structure, and do these appear new or extending?
Are spandrels bulging or shearing, or string courses oversailing, and if so by what amount?
Are metalwork elements rusty or badly corroded, any significant loss of section thickness?
Do metal elements require painting?
Over what is the aqueduct crossing (river, stream, road, track, dry valley etc)?
Are the abutments, piers etc being undercut or damaged by water flow, or by vehicle damage?
Is there any significant debris accumulated on or under aqueduct?
Does the towpath and trough wall have tripping hazards?
Would failure cause serious flooding of houses factories etc?
Are there stop plank grooves and do they appear in an operable condition?
Have unsuitable repair materials been used in the past which damage the integrity of the structure or its heritage value?
ARCH BRIDGES
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the structure?
Is parapet height safe in terms of the bridge use (generally >1.0m is acceptable)?
Do parapets require repairs (cracked, displaced, or missing parapet walls and copings, repointing)?
Is the road unsurfaced (soil/gravel) or surfaced (concrete, tarmacadam, paving)?
Is the bridge arch exposed anywhere in the surface of the road?
Do vertical walls require repairs (pointing, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Does the arch need repairs (repointing or perished, spalling or missing masonry)?
Are there visible cracks in the structure, and do these appear new or extending?
Any leakage on vertical walls (including damp patches)?
Any leakage through soffit (including isolated and occasional drips)?
Any differential settlement of wing walls (usually resulting in cracking from the main structure)?
Are any vertical walls bulging or shearing, or string courses oversailing, and if so by what amount?
Are the abutments, piers etc being undercut or damaged by water flow, or by vehicle damage?
Does the towpath and waterway wall have tripping hazards?
Any weight restriction signs, and if so what is their value and condition?
Is the bridge in regular use and is there any evidence of excessive loading?
Is the bridge the only access to a site?
Have unsuitable repair materials been used in the past which damage the integrity of the structure or its heritage value?
FLAT BRIDGES
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the structure?
Is parapet height safe in terms of the bridge use (generally >1.0m is acceptable)?
Do parapets require repairs (cracked, displaced, or missing parapet walls and copings, repointing)?
Do vertical walls require repairs (pointing, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Are there visible cracks in the structure, and do these appear new or extending?
Any leakage on vertical walls (including damp patches)?
Any leakage through deck (including isolated and occasional drips)?
Have unsuitable repair materials been used in the past which damage the integrity of the structure or its heritage value?
Is the road unsurfaced (soil/gravel) or surfaced (concrete, tarmacadam, paving)?
Are metalwork elements rusty or badly corroded, any significant loss of section thickness?
Any visible cracks in supporting metalwork?
Are the abutments, piers etc being undercut or damaged by water flow, or by vehicle damage?
Does the towpath and waterway wall have tripping hazards?
Is the bridge in regular use and is there any evidence of excessive loading?
Any problems with expansion or contraction movement at bearings?
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Is the bridge the only access to a site?
Any weight restriction signs, and if so what is their value and condition?
MOVING BRIDGES
Is the bridge operation overly stiff or heavy?
Can bridge operation be carried out by a lone boater?
Does operation of the bridge present a safety hazard?
Are there clear operating instructions?
Is there a safe landing area or mooring each side of the bridge?
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the structure?
Is parapet or safety rail height safe in terms of the bridge use (generally >1.0m is acceptable)?
Do parapets or safety rails require repairs?
Do vertical walls require repairs (pointing, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Are there visible cracks in the structure, and do these appear new or extending?
Is the road unsurfaced (soil/gravel) or surfaced (concrete, tarmacadam, paving, timber, composite)?
Any leakage through deck (including isolated and occasional drips)?
Have unsuitable repair materials been used in the past which damage the integrity of the structure or its heritage value?
Is any M&E equipment unserviceable?
Is any barrier unserviceable?
Does the bridge have evidence of regular maintenance?
Is the bridge in regular use and is there any evidence of excessive loading?
Is the bridge the only access to a site?
Any weight restriction signs, and if so what is their value and condition?
CULVERTS
Note: Culverts are likely to be confined spaces, and entry must not be attempted on Annual Inspections
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the structure, or immediately above its line?
Is the inlet (upstream) channel or culvert portal obstructed, are trash screens clear of debris?
Any evidence (staining, debris) that the culvert or inlet channel is unable to cope with water flows in peak flow conditions
Does inlet (upstream) headwall require repairs (cracking, pointing, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes, movement)?
Is a clear sightline through culvert maintained, obstructed, or is the culvert inverted siphonic (normally fully submerged)?
Does the culvert itself require repairs (visible evidence of erosion, bulging, missing masonry, brick debris at the outlet end)?
Is the culvert cross sectional profile visibly distorted, and by approximately how much?
Is the outlet (downstream) channel or culvert portal obstructed?
Does outlet (downstream) headwall or apron require repairs (cracking, pointing, missing or perished masonry, movement)?
Is siltation in the culvert a problem (usually when the silt depth > 1/3rd of diameter)?
Could the culvert be damaged by dredging operations (particularly where culvert soffit <2m below towpath level)?
Would failure cause a breach, or serious flooding of houses factories etc (take into account pound lengths)?
Does water appear to be flowing in through culvert lining?
Have unsuitable repair materials been used in the past which damage the integrity of the structure or its heritage value?
CUTTINGS
Any evidence of leaning trees or fence lines on the crest or face?
Are there any slope faces >1:1?
Any evidence of slipped debris on the slope or at toe?
Any overhanging or unstable rock on the cutting face?
Any evidence of cracks parallel to the crest on or above cutting?
Is there any sign of settlement of the crest?
Is there evidence of seepage at the toe or on the face, and if so is the water discoloured indicating removal of fine material?
Any evidence of bulging at the toe or encroachment of canal bank?
Are there any retaining structures in poor condition, and if so why?
Evidence of loading by spoil heaps or structures at the crest (permanent or temporary), if so are they of recent construction?
Any evidence of excavation at the toe that could lead to a loss of support to the cutting
Are there any major structures, transport routes or evidence of services within 30 m of the crest?
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DREDGING TIPS
Is access to the site in a poor state of repair which would hinder access (i.e. overgrown by vegetation, obstructed by debris)?
Is there any sign of fly-tipping on or around the site?
Is a site identification board damaged, obscured, out of date or missing from site?
Do safety warning signs require installing, repairing, replacement, or updating?
Does fencing require installing, repairing, replacement?
Is the entrance gate and lock (if any) secure, and if not does it require repairing?
Are there signs of unauthorised access to the site?
Are there signs of any leachate outbreak at the perimeter of the site (discolouration of water, vegetation damage etc)?
Are any perimeter drainage courses blocked or impeded?
Is there standing water present within the body of the site, and if so is it contaminated by site operations?
Are the perimeter bunds damaged or showing signs of slippage, settlement or excessive movement?
Are monitoring boreholes/points/probes secure and un-damaged and fully accessible?
Is there evidence of areas of ground on site where plants will not grow, or are damaged?
Are there any indications that the site could give rise to nuisance from odours, dust, smoke or from other sources?
Are there signs of pests and vermin evident on site?
Does any aspect of this site cause you concern?
DOCKS
Dock Chamber
Do chamber walls, wingwalls or invert require repairs (cracking, pointing, bulging, perished/spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the dock walls?
Is there significant leakage through the walls
Would a wall failure affect other property?
Are docksides uneven or do they have any tripping hazards?
Is any fendering in need of repairs?
Is any floodlighting adequate and operational?
Do vehicles or plant operate close to the dock edge?
Is dredging of the dock required?
Are all bollards/moorings secure?
Entrance Gates/Planks (if applicable) Note: If lock controlled then lock is a discrete asset and should be inspected as such.
Are the gates or planks rotten or requiring attention?
Do the gates seal adequately?
Are the gates obstructed in any way?
Are sills scoured or leaking?
Does any operating mechanism require attention?
Are any mechanism anchors loose?
Do ground or gate sluices require any attention?
Would a failure of the gates cause collapse of structures in impounded area?
Jetties or Entrance Piers
Are piers required for navigation?
Are any masonry jetties or piers damaged or cracked?
Are any timber or piled piers damaged or missing elements?
General
Are navigation buoys/lights/marks in good condition?
Are pilots required to see shipping in/out of the dock?
Would a failure flood houses, factories etc?
Is life saving equipment missing/need attention?
Are ladders and/or chains missing/in need of attention?
Is there any lifting gear (including davits) present?
Does the condition of the M&E plant concern you?
Does the overall condition of the dock concern you?
Do any pedestrian bridges/walkways require attention?
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DRY DOCKS
Dry Dock Chamber
On draining the Dry Dock, is there any evidence of water trapped behind the walls resulting in issues under pressure?
Do the chamber vertical walls require repairs (pointing, perished or spalling masonry, bulging, erosional holes)?
Does the invert require repairs (pointing, perished or spalling masonry, bulging, erosional holes)?
If powered, does any M&E equipment require attention?
Is any fendering in need of attention?
Is any handrailing in need of attention?
Is access into the dock in good condition and safe?
Stop Gates/Planks
Are the gates/planks rotten or requiring attention?
Could two men operate the gates in emergency?
Does any M&E equipment require attention?
Do the quoins need attention?
Sluice
Does operation of the sluices cause flooding?
Paddle stand or rack removed/missing?
Are any cover(s) damaged or missing?
Does the paddle leak when fully closed?
Discharge Culvert
Does the culvert require repairs (visible evidence of erosion, bulging, missing masonry, brick debris at the outlet end)?
Is the culvert cross sectional profile visibly distorted, and by approximately how much?
Is a clear sightline through culvert maintained, obstructed, or is the culvert inverted siphonic (normally fully submerged)?
EMBANKMENTS
Any evidence of leaning trees or fence lines on the crest or face, slope movement, or toe bulging?
Are there any slope faces >1:1?
Is there any sign of settlement of the crest or bank protection?
Any evidence of cracks parallel to the waterway on the crest or on the face of the embankment?
Is there evidence of leakage or seepage at the toe or from the face; if so is the water discoloured indicating removal of fines?
Are there any retaining structures in poor condition, and if so why?
Is there any evidence of excavation on or near embankment, and if so is this recent?
Does the condition of the embankment concern you?
Is the freeboard < 150 mm at any point, and could the embankment be subject to overtopping in flood conditions?
LOCKS
Does the by-pass weir require repairs?
Is the by-pass culvert or channel or trash screen obstructed or damaged?
Does by-wash discharge pose navigation hazard?
Do the chamber walls, wingwalls, invert, cills, quoins, copings require repairs (cracking, pointing, bulging, perished or spalling
masonry, erosional holes)?
Is there evidence of surface subsidence/holes adjacent to chamber indicating internal erosion or material loss?
On draining the lock, is there any evidence of water trapped behind the walls resulting in issues under pressure?
Are quoins leaking or damaged?
Is any paddle gear damaged, loosened, broken or missing?
Can paddles be operated easily and are safety catches effective?
Have lock sides any uneven areas or tripping hazards?
Is life saving equipment missing/need attention?
Is lock name or number plate clearly visible?
Are cill markings clearly visible?
Are lock ladders missing, loose or need attention?
Are handrails or toe boards missing or damaged?
Are lock landings available and do they require repairs?
Are all bollards secure?
Does any lock tail bridge require repair?
Is any fendering in need of attention?
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LOCK GATES
Safety
Is antislip in place, secure, complete and in good condition
Are required handrails in place, secure, complete and in good condition
Are walkways secure, complete and in good condition
Are beam handle in place and secure
Are all paddle pawls fully operational
Operation
Is any paddle gear damaged, loosened, broken or missing?
Can paddles be operated with reasonable effort?
Can gates be opened with reasonable effort?
General Appearance (Vandalism, excess grease etc)
Ground Paddles (considered as part of the main lock structure)
Grab handles fitted to all balance beams
Gate Condition
Any significant leaks through gates or at mitres (where boats rub)?
Do mitres match evenly (eg not oversailing)?
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the gates or hanks?
Are gates rotten (prod with screwdriver)?
Are head and heel posts rotting in critical areas (prod collar area, top bar joints, balance beam joints, heel post joints with
screwdriver)?
Is planking damaged or leaking (if so can it be repaired)?
Is gate failure likely within 5 years?
Is any ironwork or timberwork missing, loose?
Is fendering loose or damaged?
Do quoins need attention?
Do cills need attention?
Are gate collars worn?
Are beams damaged?
Is date plate fixed?
Is lock number or name plate fixed/clearly visible?
If powered do M&E elements require any attention?
PUMPING STATIONS
Are there any leaks into the sump?
Does the sump contain rubbish and silt?
Is the pumping station secure from unauthorised access?
Do the sump vertical walls require repairs (cracking, pointing, bulging, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Is the pipework badly corroded or damaged?
Are manual valves working?
Are non return valves working?
Have any of the gauges or lights on the switchgear failed?
Is the IEEE 16th Edition inspection available?
Are the wiring diagrams for the station available?
Does the pump work normally at the required capacity?
Are the inlet and outfall grills blocked?
Is the outfall when operating a hazard to navigation?
SLUICES
Has paddle been operated or tested within the last year?
How often is paddle used for flood control?
Does the paddle leak when fully closed?
Does full operation of the sluice cause flooding?
Has paddle stand or rack been removed or is it missing?
Is the outfall from the chamber blocked or restricted?
Is outfall the pipe, culvert or ditch blocked or inadequate for the flows?
Are any cover(s) damaged or missing?
Does any masonry require repairs (cracking, pointing, bulging, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Are stop plank grooves present on structure?
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STOP GATES
Are the gates operable and have they been tested within the last year?
Do the gates require repairs?
Is there any rubbish or debris on the bed in the narrows that might obstruct operation?
Could two men operate gates in emergency?
Does any M&E mechanism need attention?
Does any masonry require repairs (cracking, pointing, bulging, perished or spalling masonry, erosional holes)?
Do the quoins need attention?
Do the cills need attention?
TUNNELS
Is there significant and potentially damaging vegetation growth on the portals or wingwalls?
Do parapets, spandrels or wingwalls require repairs (cracked, displaced, perished /spalling masonry, erosion , repointing)?
Is any towpath potholed, ponding water, or have tripping hazards?
Are any handrails intact, partially missing, damaged or too low?
Is there evidence that drain holes are blocked?
Any significant leakage or water under pressure issuing through arch or sidewalls (more than isolated and occasional drips)?
Is there any significant deterioration from the last inspection in areas of damaged pointing, bulging, spalling or perishing?
Does the arch need repairs (cracking, repointing or perished, spalling or missing masonry or loose rock)?
Any significant new or extended cracks in the tunnel lining?
Are the grab chain / fender/ access ladders damaged?
Are the tunnel safety information signs present and legible at both ends of the tunnel?
Are directional arrows showing access to the nearest portal present in the tunnel
Are emergency access tracks and steps to both portals unobstructed and safe for access?
Are tunnel profile gauge boards intact and in a satisfactory condition?
Are any traffic lights, or internal lights fully operational?
Was there any evidence of poor ventilation during inspection?
Are all ventilation shafts safe for passage beneath?
Are shaft towers, access doors and grills in satisfactory condition?
Is there any evidence of insufficient water draught at normal level anywhere in the tunnel?
Have any signs of bats been observed?
Is there any evidence of recent surface development over or close to the line of the tunnel
WEIRS
Any there any reeds, debris or rubbish in front of the crest?
Is water < 400mm deep in front of crest?
Is the crest level, uneven or damaged?
Is there any leakage through the weir crest or around the weir structure?
Is weir crest at the correct level, and are there weir boards present and in good condition?
Does the apron or discharge require repairs?
Is there any vegetation or rubbish blocking the outfall?
Is the pipe, culvert or ditch from the weir blocked or inadequate?
Does downstream flood when the weir runs?
Is any bank being eroded around the weir?
Are there any paddles in the weir structure and can they be operated satisfactorily?
If there is a fish pass is it unobstructed or blocked?
Do any culverts under the towpath require repair or clearing?
Are any scum boards present and in good condition?
Is life saving equipment missing/need attention?
Is any handrail or parapet wall deficient?
WEIRED LOCKS (Part or Full)
Is the upstream dam crest in a satisfactory condition?
Does the top end dam leak or is it in poor condition?
Any leaks on the bottom end hanks or water issuing under pressure?
Is there any bulging or missing brickwork to bottom hanks and walls?
Are the lock sides uneven or have any tripping hazards?
Does water pass round the dams through the walls?
Does any lock tail bridge require repair?
Are there any significant cracks in chamber or wing walls?
If water level in chamber is low, is chamber securely fenced?
Are any escape ladders sound and secure?
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APPENDIX 11 - Inspection Hierarchy and Cycles
Mandatory maximum inspection cycle (Bold) – range depends on consequence of failure
Discretionary inspections and cycles (Plain italic)
Obj
001
002

Description
Aqueduct
Accommodation Bridge

003

Public Road Bridge

004
005
006
007

Towpath/Turnover Br.
Culvert
Major Cutting
Dry Dock

008
009
010
011

Licensed Waste Site
Major Embankment
Lock
Pumping Station

SI

Max.
1
Week

LI
1 Month
1 Month

AI
1 Year
1 Year

PI
5 - 20 Years
10 - 20 Years

1 Month
1 Month

1 Year

5 - 10 Years

1 Month
1 Month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

10 - 20 Years
10 - 20 Years
10 - 50 Years
10 - 20 Years

1 Month
1 Month
1 Month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

10 - 20 Years
10 - 20 Years
5 - 20 Years
5 - 10 Years

Notes
‘Occupation’ types may be < 10 years
Highway authority practice and guidance
on bridge inspection reporting
Discretionary for small towpath bridge
culverts only

Joint AI with CoTC holder/ deemed
competent person
Gates subject to separate inspection

Joint AI with RSE. S10 inspection = PI. In
theory S10 inspection could be required
at 1 year intervals but highly unlikely

1 Month
1 Month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

5 - 10 Years
10 - 20 Years
10 - 20 Years

Tunnel
Canal Waste Weir
River Weir
Weired Lock

1 Month
1 Month
1 Month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

5 Years
10 - 20 Years
10 - 20 years
10 - 20 Years

019
020
021
022
023
024
025

Small Dock
Boat Lift
BW Office
BW Workshop
BW Dwelling
Cust. Service Facility
BW Support Building

1 Month
1 Month
1 Month
1 Month
1 Month
1 Month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

5 - 10 years
5 - 10 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

030
032
046

Length
Retaining Wall
Footbridge
Former or Exempt
Waste Site
Minor Cutting
Minor Embankment
Channel Retaining Wall
Reservoir to Canal
Feeder

1 Month
1 Month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

10 - 20 Years

1 Month
1 Month
1 Month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

3 Month

1 Year

Inspect full length

Controlled Feeder to
Reservoir

3 Month

1 Year

Inspect controlled length only

Controlled Feeder to
Canal

3 Month

1 Year

Inspect controlled length only

Feeder Assets
Other Assets
Managed Fishery

3 Month
1 month
1 Month

1 Year
1 Year
1 Year

012
013
014

Reservoir
Sluice
Stop/Safety/Flood Gate

015
016
017
018

101
106
109
118

111
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Large Docks are set up as specific
channels in SAP and assets attached
LI/AI limited to obvious external defects
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APPENDIX 12 - Principal Inspection Cycles

CoF Restrictions

E
Bad

D
Poor

C
Fair

B
Good

Inclusion in Matrix
based on

A
V. Good

Description

Condition Grade
CoF

Obj.
Type

Cycles in years

Matrix 1
001
010

Aqueduct
Lock

Potential deterioration rate due
to water ingress
Operational value and potential
rate of deterioration

None

5

15

10

10

5

5

4 & 5 not allowed.
Flood Lks 4 allowed

4

15

10

10

5

5

3

20

15

10

10

5

2

20

20

15

10

5

1

20

20

15

10

5

A

B

C

D

E
Matrix 2

003

Public Road
Bridge

011

Pumping Station

019

Dock

Accepted industry best practice
and guidelines
Operational value and high M&E
component
High profile nature and
commercial value of asset

5 not allowed

5

10

10

10

5

5

4 and 5 not allowed

4

10

10

10

5

5

1 not allowed

3

10

10

10

10

5

2

10

10

10

10

5

1

10

10

10

10

5

A

B

C

D

E
Matrix 3

005
008
013
016
018

Culvert
Waste Site

Access problems v damage
significance v deterioration
Generally lower risk asset

Sluice

Generally lower risk asset

Canal Waste Weir

Generally lower risk asset,
defects easily visible

Weired Lock

Generally lower risk asset

None

5

20

15

15

10

10

None

4

20

15

15

10

10

5 not allowed

3

20

20

15

10

10

5 not allowed

2

20

20

15

10

10

5 not allowed

1

20

20

15

10

10

A

B

C

D

E
Matrix 4

002

Accom. Bridge

Acceptable in terms of risk

4 & 5 not allowed

5

15

10

10

10

10

004

Towpath/
Turnover Br.

Acceptable in terms of risk

4 & 5 not allowed

4

15

10

10

10

10

007

Dry Dock

Acceptable in terms of risk

4 & 5 not allowed

3

20

15

10

10

10

Major
Embankment
Stop/Safety/
Flood Gate
River Weir

Recommended ESPI cycle re
geotechnics

None

2

20

20

15

10

10

Acceptable in terms of risk

5 not allowed

1

20

20

15

10

10

Practicality of inspection

4 & 5 not allowed

A

B

C

D

009
014
017

E

015

Tunnel

BW accepted public safety cycle.
All D&E/unlined on 3 year cycle

None

1-5

Matrix 5
5

5

5

3

A

B

C

D

3
E

021 025

Core Building

Building Surveyors accepted
best practice

Not applicable to
buildings

1-5

Matrix 6
5

5

5

5

A

B

C

D

5
E
Matrix 7

006

Major Cutting

Generally lower risk asset

None

5

20

15

15
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Reservoir
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Statutory requirements

1 not allowed & 2 is
exceptional
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Condition Grades

APPENDIX 13 - Condition Grades
Grade A to E specifying the overall condition of the asset assessed at each AI and PI
Condition
Grade

Rating

Generic Description

A

Very Good

Sound construction. Cosmetic defects that will have no effect on stability

B

Good

Minor defects but structurally sound

C

Fair

Minor defects that may develop into structurally significant defects in the
long term

D

Poor

Structurally significant defects leading to potential loss of stability in the
medium term

E

Bad

Failed or in an incipient state of failure (about to collapse in the short term)

The above definitions are generic and do not consider variations in condition grade with
different asset types. The following Table provides additional guidance and relates Condition
Grades to each of the Principal Asset types.
Note: Condition Grade is used in calculation of BW risk, and must be determined on the
physical condition of the asset. It should not be confused with Serviceability. E.g. A good
condition sluice will be assessed as Condition Grade B providing the paddle forms an
effective barrier. The fact that the paddle/gearing is immovable will result in Serviceability 3

001
Aqueduct

Issue 2

A
Very Good

B
Good

C
Fair

D
Poor

E
Bad

Cosmetic defects with
no effect on stability.
Asset sound, well
maintained.
Insignificant seepage.
Hairline cracks may
be present. Crest
level and even. No
movement. Minor
surface perishing. No
visible scour. No
corrosion. No
significant vegetation.

Structurally sound.
Slight localised
seepage.
Hairline/nonstructurally significant
cracking. Crest
generally level. Minor
wall movement.
Superficial or minor
perishing or
deterioration of
surfaces. Insignificant
scour. No significant
corrosion. Some
vegetation causing
minor surface defects
only

Generally sound but
minor defects slightly
affecting stability.
Minor leakage.
Obvious but
structurally
insignificant cracking,
Crest becoming
uneven. Slight
deformation of walls
or arch. More
extensive and deeper
perishing. Localised
scour beginning to
affect faces of cutwaters, piers or
abutments. Surface
corrosion present but
no significant loss of
section Vegetation
causing prominent but
minor non-structural
defects or loss of
faces

Functional but stability
significantly affected
by damage. Extensive
minor leakage.
Significant cracking
and dislocation.
Obvious crest
deformation.
Significant wall or
arch distortion.
Extensive spalling
and perishing to
>100mm depth, Scour
locally removing full
depth masonry in cutwaters, piers and
abutments Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members. Tree
damage affecting
structure

Failed, derelict or
about to collapse.
Severe leakage over
large areas. Cracks
actively opening and
dislocating. Crest
deeply subsided over
structure. Severe arch
distortion, developing
of hinge points or wall
movement. Structure
currently unstable.
Large areas of
perishing/spalling to
>150mm depth.
Deeply scoured and
collapsing cut-waters,
piers and abutments.
Corrosion such that
significant reduction in
size of structural
members causing
overstressing. Heavy
tree growth causing
structural failure
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002
Accomm.
Bridge
Note: failure of
a load
assessment
should be
reflected in
serviceability
grade rather
than condition
grade

003
Public Road
Bridge
Note: failure of
a load
assessment
should be
reflected in
serviceability
grade rather
than condition
grade

Issue 2

No maintenance
required. Cosmetic
defects with no effect
on asset.
Construction sound,
well maintained.
Insignificant water
penetration. Hairline
cracks may be
present. Surface level
and even. Good arch
profile. No visible
movement. Parapets
intact. Minor surface
perishing. No visible
scour. No corrosion.
Deck timbers as new.
No rotting. No
significant vegetation.

Little maintenance
required. Structurally
sound Slight localised
water penetration.
Hairline/nonstructurally significant
cracking. Surface
generally level. Minor
wing-wall, parapet or
spandrel movement.
No obvious arch
deformation.
Superficial or minor
perishing or
deterioration of
surfaces and mortar.
Insignificant scour to
abutments. No
significant corrosion.
Minor surface
cracking of timbers.
Some vegetation
causing minor surface
defects only

No maintenance
required. Cosmetic
defects with no effect
on stability.
Construction sound,
well maintained.
Insignificant water
penetration. Hairline
cracks may be
present. Surface level
and even. Good arch
profile. No visible
movement. Parapets
intact. Minor surface
perishing. No visible
scour. No corrosion.
Deck timbers as new.
No rotting. No
significant vegetation.

Little maintenance
required. Structurally
sound. Slight
localised water
penetration.
Hairline/nonstructurally significant
cracking. Surface
generally level. Minor
wing-wall, parapet or
spandrel movement.
No obvious arch
deformation.
Superficial or minor
perishing or
deterioration of
surfaces and mortar.
Insignificant scour to
abutments. No
significant corrosion.
Minor surface
cracking of timbers.
Some vegetation
causing minor surface
defects only

Preventative
maintenance
required. Localised
defects. Generally
sound but minor
defects slightly
affecting stability.
Minor water
penetration. Obvious
but structurally
insignificant cracking,
Surface becoming
depressed. Slight
deformation of
walls/arch. More
extensive/deeper
perishing and mortar
loss. Localised scour
beginning to affect
abutments. Surface
corrosion present but
no significant loss of
section. Slight
deterioration of
planking but main
support timbers
unaffected.
Vegetation causing
obvious but minor
non-structural defects
or loss of faces
Preventative
maintenance
required. Generally
sound but minor
defects slightly
affecting stability.
Minor water
penetration. Obvious
but structurally
insignificant cracking,
Surface becoming
depressed. Slight
deformation of walls
and arch. More
extensive and deeper
perishing and mortar
loss. Localised scour
beginning to affect
abutments. Surface
corrosion present but
no significant loss of
section. Slight
deterioration of
planking but main
support timbers
unaffected.
Vegetation causing
obvious but minor
non-structural defects
or loss of faces
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Condition Grades
Reactive, structural
maintenance
required. Functional
but stability
significantly affected
by damage. Extensive
water penetration.
Significant cracking
and dislocation.
Obvious surface or
arch deformation.
Significant wall
movement. Potential
loss of stability.
Extensive spalling
and perishing, to
>100mm depth,
Significant mortar
loss. Scour locally
removing full depth
masonry in
abutments. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members. Main
support timbers
rotting. Tree damage
affecting structure

Major structural repair
works required or
reconstruction.
Failed, derelict or
about to collapse.
Severe water
penetration over large
areas. Cracks
opening and
dislocating. Surface or
arch flattened and
hinge points
developing. Severe
movement. Structure
currently unstable.
Large areas of
perishing/spalling to
>150mm depth.
Deeply scoured
abutments. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
causing
overstressing. Main
timbers rotten through
and disintegrating.
Heavy tree growth
causing structural
failure

Reactive, structural
maintenance
required. Functional
but stability
significantly reduced
by damage. Extensive
water penetration.
Significant cracking
and dislocation.
Obvious surface or
arch deformation.
Significant wall
movement. Potential
loss of stability.
Extensive spalling
and perishing, to
>100mm depth,
Significant mortar
loss. Scour locally
removing full depth
masonry in
abutments. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members. Main
support timbers
rotting. Tree damage
affecting structure

Major structural repair
works required or
reconstruction.
Failed, derelict or
about to collapse.
Severe water
penetration over large
areas. Cracks
opening and
dislocating. Wingwalls
or spandrels severely
bulged and moving
Surface or arch
flattened and hinge
points developing.
Severe movement.
Structure currently
unstable. Large areas
of perishing/spalling
to >150mm depth.
Deeply scoured
abutments. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
causing
overstressing. Main
timbers rotten through
and disintegrating.
Heavy tree growth
causing structural
failure
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004
Towpath/
Turnover
Bridge

Preventative
maintenance
required. Generally
sound but minor
defects slightly
affecting stability.
Minor water
penetration. Obvious
but structurally
insignificant cracking,
Surface becoming
depressed. Slight
deformation of walls
and arch. More
extensive and deeper
perishing, loss of
faces and mortar loss.
Localised scour
beginning to affect
abutments. Surface
corrosion present but
no significant loss of
section. Slight
deterioration of
planking but main
support timbers
unaffected.
Vegetation causing
obvious but minor
non-structural defects
Generally sound but
minor defects slightly
affecting stability.
Minor leakage.
Obvious but
structurally
insignificant cracking,
Surface becoming
uneven. Slight
deformation of lining
or headwalls. More
extensive and deeper
perishing. Some
mortar loss. Localised
scour beginning to
affect outfall. Surface
corrosion present but
no significant loss of
section. Fine root
penetration not
resulting in loss of
section. Vegetation
causing prominent but
minor non- structural
defects or loss of
faces at headwalls
Minor deterioration
that may develop into
structurally significant
defects in the long
term, drainage
systems functioning
adequately. Some
evidence of minor
movement. Old tree
movement.

Reactive, structural
maintenance
required. Functional
but stability
significantly reduced
by damage. Extensive
water penetration.
Significant cracking
and dislocation.
Obvious surface or
arch deformation.
Significant wall
movement. Potential
loss of stability.
Extensive spalling
and perishing, to
>100mm depth,
Significant mortar
loss. Scour locally
removing full depth
masonry in
abutments. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members. Main
support timbers
rotting. Tree damage
affecting structure

Superficial wear and
tear/minor
deterioration of
surfaces. Some
perishing. Nonstructurally significant
cracking. No
corrosion staining.

Sound but affected by
minor, structurally
insignificant cracking,
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.

Needs some noncritical works to
comply with the letter
of the licence before
site can be used eg
signage

Showing some noncritical degradation,
minor cracks in
bunds, overgrown,
some work required to
create more disposal
space

Stable but significant
spalling, perishing,
leakage, structural
cracking, deformation,
potential loss of
stability. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.
Some critical
degradation,
overtopping of bunds,
minor leachate
outbreak, access
unsuitable for use,
fencing down

No maintenance
required. Cosmetic
defects with no effect
on stability.
Construction sound,
well maintained.
Insignificant water
penetration. Hairline
cracks may be
present. Surface level
and even. Good arch
profile. No visible
movement. Parapets
intact. Minor surface
perishing. No visible
scour. No corrosion.
Deck timbers as new.
No rotting. No
significant vegetation.

Little maintenance
required. Structurally
sound. Slight
localised water
penetration.
Hairline/nonstructurally significant
cracking. Surface
generally level. Minor
wing-wall, parapet or
spandrel movement.
No obvious arch
deformation.
Superficial or minor
perishing or
deterioration of
surfaces and mortar.
Insignificant scour to
abutments. No
significant corrosion.
Minor surface
cracking of timbers.
Some vegetation
causing minor surface
defects only

Cosmetic defects with
no effect on stability.
Construction sound,
well maintained.
Insignificant water
infiltration. Hairline
cracks may be
present. Surface level
and even. No
distortion. No visible
movement. Headwalls
intact. Minor surface
perishing. Joints
sealed. No visible
scour at outfall. No
corrosion. No root
penetration or
vegetation damage to
headwalls.

Structurally sound.
Slight localised water
infiltration.
Hairline/structurally insignificant cracking.
Surface generally
level. Minor distortion
or movement of
headwalls. Superficial
or minor deterioration
of lining. Minor mortar
loss. Insignificant
scour at outfall. Minor
joint defects. No
significant corrosion.
Only rare fine root
penetration. Some
vegetation causing
minor surface defects
only

006
Cutting

Construction sound,
well maintained
slopes.

Minor deterioration
but not structurally
significant.
Minor localised face
slips. Drainage
systems functioning
well.

007
Dry Dock

Construction sound,
well maintained.

008
Waste Site,
Licensed

New site, or closed
site in very good
condition

Note: failure of
a load
assessment
should be
reflected in
serviceability
grade rather
than condition
grade

005
Culvert
Note: failure of
a capacity
assessment
should be
reflected in
serviceability
grade rather
than condition
grade
Upstream and
downstream
capacity can
affect
functionality.
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Functional but stability
significantly affected
by damage. Extensive
or moderate leakage.
Significant cracking.
Obvious surface
subsidence.
Significant lining
movement and
distortion. Potential
loss of stability.
Extensive perishing or
lining loss to >100mm
depth, Significant
mortar loss. Scour
locally removing full
depth masonry in
lining and at outfall.
Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members. Root
damage affecting
structure and
reducing section
Slips affecting face,
slight bulging into
channel. Drainage
systems only partially
functioning. Deformed
fence lines/active tree
movement.

Major structural
repairs required or
reconstruction.
Failed, derelict or
about to collapse.
Severe water
penetration over large
areas. Cracks
opening and
dislocating. Surface or
arch flattened and
hinge points
developing. Severe
movement. Structure
currently unstable.
Large areas of
perishing/spalling to
>150mm depth.
Deeply scoured
abutments. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
causing
overstressing. Main
timbers rotten through
and disintegrating.
Heavy tree growth
causing structural
failure
Failed, derelict or
about to collapse.
Severe leakage over
large areas. Cracks
opening and
dislocating. Surface
deeply subsided.
Lining severely
distorted, flattened
and hinge points
developed. Severe
movement of
headwalls. Structure
currently unstable.
Large areas of
perishing/erosion to
>150mm depth.
Deeply scoured or
collapsing outfall.
Corrosion such that
significant reduction in
size of structural
members causing
overstressing. Heavy
tree growth causing
structural failure
Unstable and in
incipient state of
collapse. Major slips
affecting face and
crest including land/
property. Major
bulging into waterway
preventing navigation.
Drainage systems
non-functional, crest
loading resulting in
movement.
About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
causing
overstressing.
Evidence of physical
failure, slumping of
bunds, large scale
leachate outbreak
clearly evident
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009
Embkt.

Construction sound,
well maintained
slopes and bank
protection. No
evidence of
movement. No
burrows. No seepage

Minor deterioration
but not structurally
significant.
Minor localised face
slips. No seepage.
Minor deterioration of
bank protection. Rare
small burrows

Minor deterioration
that may develop into
structural defects in
the long term.
Minor inactive face
slips. Minor and
insignificant seepage.
Some irregularity of
crest. Old tree movement. Isolated areas
of significant deterioration/ movement of
bank protection.
Isolated burrows.

Slips actively affecting
face, drainage
systems partially
functional, deformed
fence lines/active tree
movement,
substantial crest
subsidence and
significant freeboard
loss. Bank protection
ineffective. Active
leakage at a number
of points, canal water
standing at toe.
Extensive burrowing
by large animals

010
Lock

Lock construction
sound, well
maintained. Hairline
cracks. Walls straight
and level. No
subsidence behind
walls.

Superficial wear and
tear/minor
deterioration of
surfaces. Some
perishing. Structurally
insignificant cracking.
No corrosion staining.
No wall movement

Stable but affected by
minor, structurally
insignificant cracking,
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.
Local minor
movement of walls.
Slight subsidence
behind walls

011
Pumping
Station

Construction sound,
well maintained.

Superficial wear and
tear/minor
deterioration of
surfaces. Some
perishing. Nonstructurally significant
cracking. No
corrosion staining.

Stable but affected by
minor, structurally
insignificant cracking,
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.

012
Reservoir

Plane surfaces with
well maintained grass
cover, no
deterioration of
wavewall/wave
protection, No
deterioration of
associated works

No seepage.
Undulating surfaces
with well maintained
grass cover, no loss
of design flood
freeboard,
minor deterioration
but no loss of
wavewall/wave
protection, no loss of
upstream toe support,
minor deterioration of
associated works.
Spillway capacity >=
design flood

Seepage/uncontrolled
point leakage
<0.15l/s. Local
depressions <0.2m
deep, minor inactive
shallow slope
movement, good
grass cover, crest
settlement resulting in
< 5% loss of design
flood freeboard,
disturbance of
wavewall resulting in
<100mm loss of
design height,
disturbance of wave
protection but no
exposure of upstream
shoulder material,
upstream toe support
erosion <0.3m deep,
structural
deterioration but no
risk of failure of
associated works.
Spillway capacity >
95% of design flood

013
Canal Sluice

Construction sound,
well maintained. No
leaks or corrosion.
Outfall sound.
Headwall structure
sound. All elements
firmly supported

Superficial or minor
deterioration of
surfaces. Slight
seepage but no
significant leakage.
Fixings sound. Some
minor perishing. Nonstructurally significant
cracking. No
corrosion staining.
Outfall structure
shows minor
movement only

Stable but affected by
minor, structurally
insignificant cracking,
staining, vegetation
build up or minor
leakage past seals.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.
Fixings generally
sound. Outfall
structure showing
some
movement/distortion

Stable but significant
spalling, perishing,
leakage, structural
cracking, wall
deformation, potential
loss of stability.
Obvious subsidence
behind walls resulting
from loss of fines.
Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.
Stable but significant
spalling, perishing,
leakage, structural
cracking, deformation,
potential loss of
stability. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.
Uncontrolled point
leakage 0.15-1.5l/s.
Filter drainage not
fully functioning, local
depressions 0.2-0.5m
deep, Shallow slope
movement
threatening crest
width, crest
settlement resulting in
5-50% loss of design
flood freeboard,
disruption of wavewall
resulting in 100300mm loss of design
height, disruption of
wave protection with
exposure of upstream
shoulder material.
Upstream toe support
erosion 0.3-1m deep.
Structural failure of
associated works
possible.
Spillway capacity 5095% of design flood.
Failure of essential
valve
Currently stable but
significant spalling,
perishing, leakage
past seals, structural
cracking, deformation,
potential loss of
stability. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members. Outfall
structure shows
significant damage
and partial collapse

Note: Gates
assessed
separately

Note: Failure to
operate should
be assessed
under
Serviceability

Issue 2
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Unstable and in
incipient state of
collapse. Major active
slips affecting face
and crest, tension
cracks in crest,
obvious toe bulging,
high risk of
overtopping due to
severely subsided
crest, drainage
systems nonfunctional , bank
protection completely
failed over large
lengths, major
leakage carrying
fines, reduced toe
support/crest loading
causing movement.
About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
causing
overstressing.

About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
causing
overstressing.
Uncontrolled point
leakage carrying
fines, or flow >1.5l/s.
Sinkholes, or local
depressions >0.5m
deep. Deep seated
slope movement
threatening crest
width. Crest
settlement resulting in
>50% loss of design
flood freeboard.
Disruption of wave
protection with
erosion of upstream
shoulder material.
Disruption of
wavewall resulting in
>300mm loss of
design height. Erosion
of upstream toe
support >1m deep.
Structural failure of
associated works
probable.
Spillway capacity
<50% of design flood
About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable. Potential
risk to canal.
Corrosion such that
significant reduction in
size of structural
members causing
overstressing. Fixings
broken. Outfall largely
or fully collapsed
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014
Stop/Safety/
Flood Gates

Condition Grades

Construction sound,
well maintained. No
gaps or misalignment.
Supporting walls,
mechanisms and
fixings sound

Superficial wear and
tear/minor
deterioration of asset.
Some perishing. Nonstructurally significant
cracking. No
corrosion staining.
Mechanism and seals
intact. No
misalignment.

Sound but affected by
minor, structurally
insignificant cracking,
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.
Mechanism and seals
deteriorating. Minor
misalignment of
sections and fixings

Stable but significant
spalling, perishing,
leakage, structural
cracking, deformation,
potential loss of
stability. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members. Seals
brittle and damaged,
fixings deformed

015
Tunnel

Construction above &
below water level
sound and well
maintained. No
significant
deformation. No
recent movement.
Mortar present with
no deterioration.
Lining present with
only minor surface
wear. Shafts
structurally sound.
Shaft towers intact
with grill covers.
Towpaths level with
handrails intact.
Portals intact with no
vegetation damage.

Superficial wear and
tear/minor
deterioration of
surfaces. Some
perishing. Nonstructurally significant
cracking. No
significant
deformation. No
significant recent
movement. Some
recessed mortar. No
spalling at high risk
locations, i.e.
shoulder/crown.
Minimal dripping
water ingress.
Massive rock mass
with minimal
discontinuities or
weathered zones.
Repairs address
cause of original
defects. Shafts
structurally sound.
Shaft towers intact
with grill covers.
Towpaths with minor
wear, handrails intact.
Minor vegetation
growth to Portals.

Stable but significant
spalling in high risk
areas (i.e. shoulder/
crown), perishing,
water ingress under
pressure, structural
cracking, recent
deformation, potential
loss of stability.
Extensive loss of
lining above or below
normal water level.
Large scale loose
rock & weathered
bands. Extensive
undercutting with
unconfined blocks.
Small acceptable
areas of historical
profile distortion.
Inadequate repairs.
No ground surface
subsidence.
Minor damage to
shafts or shaft towers.
Deeply eroded
towpaths, large areas
of standing water.
Portals stable but
affected by significant
deformation, water
ingress, structural
cracking, potential
loss of stability.

16
Canal Weir

Construction sound,
well maintained. Weir
crest horizontal and
free from cracks. Weir
and wingwalls stable.
No erosion around
sides or at ends of
training walls. Uniform
flow over crest

Weir crest sound with
even flow. Superficial
deterioration/cracking
of crest or wingwalls.
Some perishing.
Minor erosion around
structure No corrosion
staining.

017
River Weir

Construction sound,
well maintained. Weir
crest horizontal and
free from cracks. Weir
and wingwalls stable.
No erosion around
sides or at ends of
training walls. Uniform
flow over crest

Weir crest sound with
even flow. Superficial
deterioration/cracking
of crest or wingwalls.
Some perishing.
Minor erosion around
structure No corrosion
staining.

Sound but affected by
minor, historical
movement/cracks/
distortion. No recent
movement. Localised
areas of perishing
and/or recessed &
soft mortar joints in
front skin of lining.
Isolated and
structurally
insignificant individual
loose or missing
lining. Small areas of
missing and open
jointed lining below
normal water level.
Limited areas of
spalling. Some water
ingress/ associated
weathering and
surface deposits. No
build up of water
pressure behind
lining. Minor
weathering of loose
rock with limited
undercutting.
Discontinuities
present, i.e.
fragmented rock.
Localised stability/
maintenance repairs
to lining. No ground
surface subsidence.
Shafts structurally
sound. Shaft towers
intact with grill covers.
Towpaths some wear,
handrails intact.
Vegetation causing
prominent nonstructural defects or
loss of faces at
Portals.
Uneven flow over
crest. Reduced weir
capacity. Sound but
affected by minor,
structurally
insignificant cracking,
Minor movement of
wingwalls. Minor
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Erosion with potential
to undermine stability.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.
Slightly uneven flow
over crest. Reduced
weir capacity. Sound
but affected by minor,
structurally
insignificant cracking,
Minor movement of
wingwalls. Minor
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Erosion with potential
to undermine stability.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.

Note: Failure to
operate should
be assessed
under
Serviceability
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Non uniform crest
flow. Flow starting to
bypass weir. Stable
but significant loss of
blocks, spalling,
perishing, leakage,
structural cracking,
deformation, potential
loss of stability. Major
erosion around
structure. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.
Non uniform crest
flow. Flow starting to
bypass weir. Stable
but significant loss of
blocks, spalling,
perishing, leakage,
structural cracking,
deformation, potential
loss of stability. Major
erosion around
structure. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.

About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable. Potential
risk to operators.
Corrosion such that
significant reduction in
size of structural
members causing
overstressing. Loss of
major components,
mechanism failed.
Seals missing. Major
distortion to frame
About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable.
Open cracks with
dislocation.
Lining severely
distorted with
extensive areas of
perishing, erosion,
spalling or missing
lining >150mm depth.
Extensive water
ingress under
pressure.
Possible surface
subsidence.
Shaft or portal
instability.

Failed or about to
collapse. Structure
unstable with severe
undercutting and
erosion. Potential risk
to canal. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
causing
overstressing.

Failed or about to
collapse. Structure
unstable with severe
undercutting and
erosion of crest and
wingwalls. Potential
risk to canal.
Corrosion such that
significant reduction in
size of structural
members causing
overstressing.
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018
Weired Lock

Construction sound,
well maintained. Weir
crest horizontal and
free from cracks. Weir
and wingwalls stable.
No erosion around
sides or at ends of
training walls. Uniform
flow over crest

Weir crest sound with
even flow. Superficial
deterioration/cracking
of crest or wingwalls.
Some perishing.
Minor erosion around
structure No corrosion
staining.

019
Dock

Construction sound,
well maintained.

Superficial wear and
tear/minor
deterioration of
surfaces. Some
perishing. Nonstructurally significant
cracking. No
corrosion staining.

020
Boat Lift

Construction sound,
well maintained.

Superficial wear and
tear/minor
deterioration of
surfaces. Some
perishing. Nonstructurally significant
cracking. No
corrosion staining.

Sound but affected by
minor, structurally
insignificant cracking,
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.

021 – 025
Core
Building

Complies with statute.
Fit for pur-pose. Well
maintained. Needs
little or no works

Complies with statute.
Fit for purpose. Well
maintained. Needs
some minor repair to
routine wear and tear
areas

Controlled
and other
Feeder
Channels

Sound and well
maintained. No visible
sedimentation
Minimal obstructions
to clear flow.

Sound with very minor
erosion/ leakage/
seepage, Very minor
reduction in freeboard
and defects to
structures. Small
isolated mounds of
sediment. Low
vegetation with
insignificant effect on
clear flow.

Complies with statute.
Fit for purpose.
Needing
maintenance.
Showing signs of
excessive wear and
early stages of decay
Sound but minor
erosion/ leakage/
seepage, Minor
reduction in freeboard
and minor defects to
structures. Some
sedimentation.
Extensive vegetation
or debris but minor
effect on clear flow. .

Issue 2

Slightly uneven flow
over crest. Reduced
weir capacity. Sound
but affected by minor,
structurally
insignificant cracking,
Minor movement of
wingwalls. Minor
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Erosion with potential
to undermine stability.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.
Sound but affected by
minor, structurally
insignificant cracking,
staining, vegetation
build up or leakage.
Corrosion present but
no loss of section.
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Condition Grades
Non uniform crest
flow. Flow starting to
bypass weir. Stable
but significant loss of
blocks, spalling,
perishing, leakage,
structural cracking,
deformation, potential
loss of stability. Major
erosion around
structure. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.
Stable but significant
spalling, perishing,
leakage, structural
cracking, deformation,
potential loss of
stability. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.
Stable but significant
spalling, perishing,
leakage, structural
cracking, deformation,
potential loss of
stability. Corrosion
substantially reducing
size of structural
members.
Fails to comply with
statute. Not fit for
purpose. Excessive
building component
failure

Failed or about to
collapse. Structure
unstable with severe
undercutting and
erosion of crest and
wingwalls. Potential
risk to canal.
Corrosion such that
significant reduction in
size of structural
members causing
overstressing.

Significant erosion/
leakage/seepage.
Significant reduction
in freeboard and
significant defects to
structures, Significant
sedimentation.
Significant vegetation
or debris impacting
significantly on flow of
feeder.

Major erosion/
leakage/ seepage,
Major reduction in
freeboard and major
defects to structures
Heavy sedimentation
choking channel.
Vegetation or debris
occupying channel
resulting in severe
restriction of flow or
failure of feeder.

About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
likely to cause
overstressing.
About to collapse or
strong possibility of
failure. Structure
unstable. Corrosion
such that significant
reduction in size of
structural members
likely to cause
overstressing.
Fails to comply with
statute. Not fit for
purpose. Dangerous
to enter
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Consequence of Failure Grades

APPENDIX 14 - Consequence of Failure Grades
Grade 1 to 5 specifying the consequence of the failure of an asset assessed at each AI and PI.
Criteria are arranged in order of importance (eg potential effect on life is of primary importance in
assessing consequence of failure). Because of the definitions under ‘Life’, detailed consideration must
be given before allocating CoF Grades 4 and 5
In considering breach potential, inspectors must consider location, use and construction of affected
property, topography of adjacent land, natural/man-made barriers to flow, geotechnical characteristics
of embankment and of underlying and adjacent soils, ability of vegetation to mitigate scour effects.
Water Management have a breach flow model allowing the outflow at various points to be calculated
CoF
Grade

(Primary)
Life

(Secondary) Flooding

(Tertiary) Claims
or Prosecution

5

Multiple Deaths

Widespread Flooding (>0.5sq. km). Large urban area/
commercial operations affected

In excess of £5m

4

Multiple Serious
Injuries/Single
Death

Flooding of small community. Groups of >4 houses or >1
commercial operation affected. Flow across A class roads

£2m to £5m

3

Serious Injury (<3
No)

Disruption of a major transport link. Widespread flooding of
agricultural land (>0.5 sq.km). Significant crop loss or
inability to plant. Flow across B class roads

£250k to £2m

2

Minor Injuries

Limited flooding to gardens or agricultural land (<0.5sq.
km). Minor transport link disrupted. Minor roads may
become icy.

£25k to £250k

1

Single Minor
Injury

Seepage to gardens/agricultural land. Flows <0.5l/s
causing localised wet areas

£1k to £25k

The above definitions are generic and do not consider variations in potential consequence
with different asset types. The following Table provides additional guidance and relates
Consequence of Failure Grades to each of the Principal Asset types.
Note: the words “most likely” should be considered in assessing the consequences of failure
of any asset. For example it is extremely unlikely that a lock would spontaneously collapse
on a trip boat killing a large number of people. The lock would have been taken out of service
before such a collapse was a possibility.
Note: the claims/prosecution value is that of non-insured losses and progressed claims by
third parties through flooding etc. It should be noted that BW currently self-insure against
losses up to £3m. The cost to BW of repairing the waterway and damage to boats is not
considered in this context.

CoF

Interpretation

1

2

3

4

5

001
Aqueduct

Failure of
asset
crossing a
large river.
Water loss
directly to
river, no fields
flooded.
Seepage
causing
localised wet
areas

Failure of
asset in rural
area. Minor
roads or
footpaths
affected.
Loss of crop.

Failure of asset
on large cross
section
waterway in
rural area, or
failure of an
asset on small
waterway near
to a main road
or railway.
Significant loss
of high value
crop

May flood a
village or
urban area.
Groups of >4
houses or >1
commercial
operation
would be
disrupted

Breach and
flooding of
densely
populated
area. Large
section canal
so water
would escape
rapidly and
not be slowed
by hydraulic
gradient or
narrows

Consider pound length, escaping
water volume, presence of stop
gates, residential or visitor
moorings in vicinity, size of
aqueduct, cast iron aqueducts
(which if struck by lorries are more
likely to fail catastrophically than
masonry ones).
Consider upstream flood effects
due to blockage or collapse

002
Accomm.
Bridge

Bridges
connecting
fields only

Occupation
bridges
(carrying
farm or other
track)

Heavily
trafficked urban
bridges, or
bridges in
docks

N/A

N/A

Consider crowd loading, claims for
loss of crops, inability to access
factories, cast iron bridges (which
do fail catastrophically, brick and
steel bridges rarely do).
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CoF

1

2

Consequence of Failure Grades

3

4

5

Interpretation

003
Public Road
Bridge

Quiet road

Moderately
trafficked
road

Carrying class
B or other busy
road

Carrying
class A road

N/A

004
Towpath/
Turnover
Bridge

Bridges
carrying
pedestrians
only

Moderately
trafficked
rural bridges

Heavily
trafficked urban
bridges

N/A

N/A

Consider crowd loading of, claims
for loss of crops, inability to
access factories, cast iron bridges
(which do fail catastrophically,
brick and steel bridges rarely do).

005
Culvert

Water loss
directly to
river, no fields
flooded.
Seepage
causing
localised wet
areas

Failure of
asset in rural
area. Minor
roads or
footpaths
affected.
Loss of crop.

Failure of asset
on large cross
section canal in
a rural area, or
failure of asset
on smaller
waterway near
to main road or
railway.
Significant loss
of high value
crop

May flood a
village or
urban area.
Groups of >4
houses or >1
commercial
operation
would be
disrupted

Flooding of
densely
populated
urban area.
Large section
waterway so
water would
escape
rapidly and
not be slowed
by hydraulic
gradient or
narrows

Consider length of pound, volume
of water which could escape,
presence of stop gates, residential
or visitor moorings in vicinity, size
of culvert.
Consider upstream flood effects
due to blockage or collapse
Consider likelihood of
embankment collapse should
culvert fail

006
Cutting

Fields only

A minor road
or track,
outbuildings

Major roads
and freight
railways, one or
more houses

Housing
estates,
school,
business etc

High risk
industry, high
speed
railways

Property or land greater than 25m
from the crest unlikely to be
directly affected (however this
depends on the geological
materials)

007
Dry Dock

Generally but
consider on a
site specific
basis

Generally
but consider
on a site
specific
basis

Heavily used
dry dock with a
potential direct
impact on
people or
property

N/A

N/A

008
Waste Site,
Licensed

Tip (not
embanked
above ground
level) with
stable and dry
silt

Embanked
tip with dry
silt in a rural
area

Embanked tip
with dry silt in
an urban area

Embanked tip
with fluid silt
above an
urban area

009
Embkt.

Breach of
asset
crossing over
a large river.
Water lost
directly to
river – no
fields flooded,
no properties,
roads or
major
services
affected

Breach in a
rural area
with minor
roads or
footpaths
affected.
Loss of crop.
Houses and
roads at
some
distance and
not in
potential
flow path

Breach of large
cross section
waterway in a
rural area or
breach on a
smaller
waterway
nearer to a Broad or railway.
Significant loss
of high value
crop

Embanked tip
with fluid silt
in rural area
or tip (not
embanked)
with fluid silt
and record of
trespass
Breach of
asset in a
village or
urban area.
Houses or Aroads some
distance from
canal but in
direct flow
path. Groups
of >4 houses/
>1
commercial
operation
would be
disrupted

Breach and
flooding of
densely
populated
urban area.
Large section
waterway so
water would
escape
rapidly and
not be slowed
by hydraulic
gradient or
narrows

Consider pound length, escaping
water volume, mitigating effect of
stop gates or narrows, residential
or visitor moorings in vicinity,
potential for loss of life, size of
embankment (small embankments
are less likely to lead to
catastrophes), topography below
embankment.

Most canal
locks

Nearby
houses
could be
affected.
Large/river
locks where
large boat
impact could
dislodge
masonry
onto other
vessels

Lock where
collapse could
lead to breach
or affect
adjacent
buildings.
Flood locks
based on
individual cases

Flood locks
where a lock
cut passing
through an
urban area is
maintained
below the
flood level of
a river

N/A

Consider length above the lock
and whether weirs below could
cope with water which might be
released

Ground
movement
affects fields
Effects of
failure of a
shallow
pipeline in
towpath at a
lock flight are
minimal
Not applicable

Isolated
buildings
affected by
ground
movement

Industry and
urban areas
affected by
ground
movement

N/A

N/A

Old beam engine back pumps
comprise a deep culvert at the
level of the lower pound and a
shaft. There are also river and
mines abstraction pumps. Failure
of these systems is analogous
with tunnels and similar
considerations apply

Not
applicable

Those in
Category C

Those in
Category B

Those in
Category A

010
Lock

011
Pumping
Station

012
Reservoir
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CoF

Consequence of Failure Grades

3

4

5

Interpretation

1

2

013
Canal
Sluice

Rural flooding
and flooding
of minor
roads

Flooding of
main roads
and railways

Flooding of
villages

Flooding of
urban areas

N/A

014
Stop/Safety/
Flood Gates
Note: (A valid

Rural flooding
and flooding
of minor
roads

Flooding of
main roads
and railways

Flooding of
villages

Flooding of
urban areas

N/A

Fields only
affected by
ground
movement

Isolated
buildings,
minor
access
roads or
similar
transport
links, local
utilities,
affected by
ground
movement

Small groups of
houses, single
minor
commercial
operation, B
roads/similar
transport links,
low capacity
utilities,
affected by
ground
movement

Groups of >4
houses or >1
commercial
operation, A
roads, high
capacity
utilities,
affected by
ground
movement

Densely
populated
urban or
commercial
area,
motorways,
busy rail links,
strategic
pipelines,
affected by
ground
movement

Inspections mitigate risk to users
due to catastrophic collapse.
Consider risk to buildings above
tunnel caused by single collapse.
Consider depth/diameter of tunnel
– large shallow tunnel collapse
would lead to maximum
subsidence
Ground conditions – rock may be
self supporting

016
Canal Weir

Rural flooding
and flooding
of minor
roads

Flooding of
main roads
and railways

Flooding of
villages

Flooding of
urban areas

Not
Applicable

Purpose is disposal of storm water
to prevent overtopping. Consider
effect of collapse of the structure
(not normally significant) and
consequence if it failed to function.
Consider pound length, escaping
water volume, number of sluices/
weirs in pound (relevance of the
asset), crest length, location
compared with inflows,
embankments, urban areas,
operational knowledge

017
River Weir

Most weirs

Weirs where
rapid draw
down
flooding and
scour in
urban areas
might occur

Navigation in
close proximity
to the head of
the weir

Not applicable

Not applicable

018
Weired
Lock

Most weired
locks

Nearby
cottages
could be
affected

Where collapse
could lead to
breach or affect
adjacent
buildings

Weired locks
based on
individual
cases.

Weired locks
based on
individual
cases.

Consider proximity to head of weir,
likelihood of catastrophic collapse,
effect of rapid draw down on
property upstream, possibility of
flooding downstream and
possibility of scour. River banks
not generally BW property
CoF will depend on ability of
waterway downstream to handle
sudden water discharge. Consider
length of pound above the lock
and whether weirs below could
cope with water release

019
Dock

Most docks.
Consider on
site specific
basis

Consider on
a site
specific
basis

Consider on a
site specific
basis

Consider on a
site specific
basis

Consider on a
site specific
basis

020
Boat Lift

N/A

N/A

N/A

Assume a
number of
injuries or
death may
result.

N/A

021 –025
Core
Building

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

approach is to
assign a grade
one category
below that
given to the
embankment).

015
Tunnel
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Purpose is storm water disposal to
prevent over-topping. Consider
effect of collapse of structure (not
normally significant) and
consequence of failure to function.
Consider pound length, escaping
water volume, number of sluices/
weirs in pound (relevance of
asset), location compared with
inflow, embankments, urban
areas, operational knowledge
Some embankments have gates at
each end to reduce loss of water and
damage. Mitre gates are often
inoperable due to siltation. Some
navigations have floodgates at
upper end of lock cuts. Consider
effect of failure leading to
overtopping of lock cut. There are
a few EA stop gates across
waterways to protect urban areas

CoF likely to be restricted to
customers using lift or in close
proximity. Unlikely to have impact
on neighbours or adjacent
property.
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APPENDIX 15 - Serviceability Grades
A number from 1 to 3 indicating the assets’ ability to meet service requirements will be
assessed at each AI and PI. It reflects performance to required design capacity, or underperformance due to dilapidation or imposition of increased service standards. Under the
heading 3 – Unfit for Purpose, truly redundant assets that no longer pose a risk may be
considered for conversion to object type 131 – abandoned asset
Serviceability
001
Aqueduct
002
Accom. Bridge

1 - Fit for Purpose

2 - Restricted Use

3 - Unfit for Purpose

No evidence of flooding, unrestricted
access beneath

May flood in exceptional conditions,
access beneath restricted

Evidence of regular flooding, no access
beneath available

Satisfies loading requirements
unconditionally. No restrictions
required

Sub-standard load capacity but
weight or other restriction in place, or
closed to vehicles or pedestrianised

Sub-standard load capacity but remains
unprotected by a weight or other
restriction

003
Public Rd Br.

Satisfies BD21 loading requirements
unconditionally

Sub-standard load capacity but
weight or other restriction in place, or
closed to vehicles or pedestrianised

Sub-standard load capacity but remains
unprotected by a weight or other
restriction

004
Towpath/
Turnover Br.
005
Culvert

Satisfies loading requirements
unconditionally. No restrictions
required

Sub-standard load capacity but
weight restriction in place, or closed
to vehicles or pedestrianised

Sub-standard load capacity but remains
unprotected by a weight restriction

Capacity as original design, no
evidence of flooding

Capacity reduced by <50% (by
deformation or siltation), may flood in
exceptional conditions

Blocked or capacity reduced by >50%
(by deformation or siltation), evidence of
regular flooding

006
Cutting
007
Dry Dock
008
Waste Site,
Licensed
009
Embankment

Navigation width unrestricted

Navigation width restricted due to
slips

Navigation closed

Dry Dock operational and available
for use

N/A

Dry Dock cannot be used

Capacity for further deposits

No further capacity for major-useincludes sites "Closed Pending
Surrender"

Unfit for use for reason other than
capacity

Not known to overtop or min
freeboard >300mm

Would overtop without mitigating
measures or min freeboard 150300mm

Overtops regularly or min freeboard
<=150mm

May be operated without restriction

Requires assistance to operate or
where access is difficult due to
restrictive walkways

Inoperable

Pump reliable and design flow
available

Pump mostly reliable but flow
reduced from original design quantity

Pump fails regularly and does not supply
design flow

No restriction of retained water level

Restricted retained water level

Restricted retained water level but
continued safety risk or unfit for purpose
as a water resource

013
Canal Sluice

May be operated without restriction

Restricted operation or output.
Missing gearing which could be
easily be replaced to allow operation

014
Stop/Safety/
Flood Gates

May be operated without restriction
under single handed manual or
power operation

Requires two or more persons to
operate

Temporarily inoperable. If permanently
redundant (inlet blocked off, chamber
infilled, permanent cut-off installed)
convert to type 131
Temporarily inoperable. If permanently
redundant (inlet blocked off, chamber
infilled, permanent cut-off installed)
convert to type 131

015
Tunnel

Unrestricted 2 or 1 way working as
designed

Restricted one way working (due to
ventilation, fans, traffic lights, engine
restrictions)

Tunnel closed to navigation

016
Canal Weir
017
River Weir
018
Weired Lock

No history of flooding within canal
pound. Unrestricted outflow

Some history of flooding within canal
pound. Partially restricted outflow

Regularly flooding within canal pound.
Highly restricted outflow

No history of flooding, upstream and
downstream

Some history of flooding, upstream
and downstream

Regular flooding, upstream and
downstream

No history of flooding, upstream and
downstream, no significant leakage.
Level crest provides optimum
weirage

Some history of flooding, upstream
and downstream, some leakage.
Crest settlement confines weirage

Regularly flooding, upstream and
downstream, significant leakage. Crest
level too low for summer navigation

Statutory/Advertised depth, mooring
facilities fit for purpose. Meets
applicable requirements of current
Docks Regs.

Reduced depths, insufficient or
unsuitable moorings. Deficient in
respect of current Docks Regs.

Unacceptable siltation, Unsafe
moorings, Non-compliance with current
Docks Regs.

Unrestricted use

Restricted use

Inoperable

Fit for existing or last use

Not Applicable

Unfit for existing or last use

Capacity as original design, no
evidence of flooding, no significant
restriction to flows

Capacity reduced by <50% (by
vegetation or siltation), may overtop
in exceptional conditions

Blocked or capacity reduced by >50%
(by vegetation or siltation), evidence of
regular overtopping

010
Lock
011
Pumping
Station
012
Reservoir

019
Dock
020
Boat Lift
021 – 025
Core Buildings
Feeders
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APPENDIX 16 - Mandatory Characteristic Fields
Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

001
Aqueduct

Over what does the Aqueduct
cross?

RDA - Road Crossing Aqueduct
MRA - Main River Crossing Aqueduct
OTA - Other Crossing Aqueduct
ARH – Arch
BAR – Barrel
BOX – Box
CRC – Circular
EGG – Egg
STR – Structural Trough
SYP – Siphonic
STR - Straight

What is the shape of the
structure?

Siphonic Or Straight

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
AQ_CROSSING

AQ_TYPE

AQ_DESIGN

Does It Have Stop Plank Groove

Y - Yes
N - No

CAN-SPGROOVES

Full Length Spanned by Aq
Abutment to abutment).

Metres to 3 decimal places

AQ_LENGTH

Minimum Width (measured
between external headwalls)

Metres to 3 decimal places

AQ_EXTWIDTH

Max Height of Canal Water Level
Above Valley Floor
Main Construction Material of
Aqueduct

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

AQ_MAXHEIGHT

MSN – Masonry
TIM – Timber
VTC – Vitrified Clay
CON – Concrete
CIR – Cast Iron
BRK – Brick
Whole number value

CON_MATERIAL

No of Barrels, Arches, Spans?

NOS_SPAN

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)

002, 003, &
004 Bridges

Type of Bridge

SWI – Swing
LIF – Lift
FLA – Flat
ARC – Arch
ROL - Rolling
Text up to 20 characters in length

BR_TYPE

BRI – Brick
CON – Concrete
MAS – Masonry
MET – Metal
TIM - Timber
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

BR_MATERIALS

Number in metres to 2 decimal places

SPAN

1.5 - 1.5 TG PWR
2 - 2 TG PWR
3 - 3 TG PWR
4 - 4 TG PWR
5 - 5 TG PWR
6 - 6 TG PWR
7 - 7 TG PWR
7.5 - 7.5 TG PWR
8 - 8 TG PWR
9 - 9 TG PWR
10 - 10 TG PWR
12 - 12 TG PWR

PWR

Bridge Capacity Mgvw To Bd21
Main Construction Material of
Bridge

Internal Width (measured Parapet
To Parapet)
Bridge Span (measured Abutment
To Abutment, or overall deck
length for moving bridges)
Weight Restriction
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Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Mandatory Characteristic Fields

Input Options

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)

13 - 13 TG PWR
16.5 - 16.5 TG PWR
17 - 17 TG PWR
18 - 18 TG PWR
20 - 20 TG PWR
24 - 24 TG PWR
24.5 - 24.5 TG PWR
25 - 25 TG PWR
33 - 33 TG PWR
38 - 38 TG PWR

Bridge data below will be maintained by Technical Directorate Structures Team for type 003
bridges, and for type 002 and 004 bridges that they have inspected. BU’s may also input
additional data for type 002 and 004 bridges for record purposes
Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

002 & 003
Bridges

Highway Authority

Text up to 30 characters in length

Type Of Abutment
Construction

BRI – Brick
CON – Concrete
MAS – Masonry
MET – Metal
TIM – Timber
STE – Steel
RFC - Reinforced Concrete
Text up to 25 characters in length
Y – Yes
N - No
Text up to 8 characters in length
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Assessed Capacity To Be3
Is there a stop planks facility?
Historic TS Bridge Reference
Navigation Width measured at
Water Level
Type Of Deck Construction

Issue 2

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
HIGHWAY_
AUTHORITY
ABUTMENT_
CONSTRUCTION

BE3_CAPACITY
BR_SPFACILITY
BRIDGE_NUMBER
CANAL_WIDTH
DECK_
CONSTRUCTION

Minimum Depth Of Fill

MAS – Masonry
CON - Concrete
CAS - Cast Iron
BRI - Brick
MET - Metal
WRO - Wrought Iron
TIM - Timber
STE – Steel
RFC - Reinforced Concrete
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Bridge Strength Required

Text up to 30 characters in length

Class And Number Of Road
No of Barrels, Arches, Spans?
Type Of Route Carried

Text up to 6 characters in length
Whole number value
A - A Road
ACC - Accommodation (Farm track
etc.)
B - B Road
BRI - Bridleway
C - C Road
CYC - Cycleway
FOO - Footway
HIG - Ancient Highway
M - Motorway
RAI - Railway
TOW - Towpath
U - Unclassified Public Road

REQUIRED_
STRENGTH
ROAD_CLASS
NOS_SPAN
ROUTE_CARRIED
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Object Type

Mandatory Characteristic Fields

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

Is the bridge saddled?

Y – Yes
N - No
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Minimum Parapet Height
(measured at mid-span)
Does bridge provide the only
access to property?

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
SADDLE
PARAPET_HEIGHT
SOLE_ACCESS

Year Last Strengthened

Y – Yes
N - No
Year as four characters eg 1997

Water Level to Underside

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

AIR_DRAUGHT

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

005 Culvert

What is the type of construction?

ARH – Arch
BAR – Barrel
BOX – Box
CRC – Circular
EGG – Egg

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
CUL_TYPE

Is the culvert siphonic or straight?
Full Length (portal to portal)

SYP – Siphonic
STR - Straight
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

CUL_LENGTH

Minimum culvert diameter

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

CUL_MINDIA

Minimum Height of Canal Water
level Above culvert
Main Construction Material of
Culvert

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

CUL_MINHEIGHT

MSN – Masonry
TIM – Timber
VTC – Vitrified Clay
CON – Concrete
CIR – Cast Iron
BRK – Brick
Number in square metres to 3 decimal
places

CON_MATERIAL

Minimum cross-sectional area

STRENGTH_DATE

CUL_DESIGN

CUL_AREA

No of Barrels, Arches or Spans?

Whole number value

NOS_SPAN

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

006 Cutting

Design of Earth Structure

SG - Sidelong ground
TC - True Cutting
TE - True Embankment
SAN - Sand
CLA - Clay
ROC - Rock
SPO - Spoil
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
ES_TYPE

Main Construction Material of
Earth Structure

Full length of Cutting

ES_MATERIAL

CON_LENGTH

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

ES_MAXHEIGHT_
ABV
ES_SLOPEANGLE

Minimum navigable width of canal

Number of degrees to nearest whole
number
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

007 Dry
Dock

Main Construction Material of Dry
Dock
Full Length

MAS – Masonry
CON - Concrete
BRI - Brick
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
DOCK_MATERIAL

Minimum width Of Dock
Minimum height coping to invert
Number of Dock Gates

Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Whole number value

Maximum height of original
Ground level above Canal Water
level
Maximum Slope Angle
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Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

008 Waste
Site

Site Status

DC or COTC Holder for Site

ABD – Abandoned
ACT - Active
CLO - Closed
EXM - Exempt
SUR - Surrendered
Text up to 30 characters in length

Waste Site Licence Description

Text up to 30 characters in length

Waste Management Licence No.
Waste Site Licence Holder

Whole number value up to 6
characters
Text up to 30 characters in length

Waste Site Licence issued Date

Date in the format dd.mm.yyyy

Date when Last Licence
Modification issued
Planning Status

Date in the format dd.mm.yyyy
Text up to10 characters in length

Planning Expiry Date

Date in the format dd.mm.yyyy

Date Closed/Abandoned

Date in the format dd.mm.yyyy

Date Waste Site Surrendered

Date in the format dd.mm.yyyy

Capacity of site when full

Whole number in tonnes

What is the remaining capacity

Whole number in tonnes

Maximum Height of Berms

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Site length adjacent to canal

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Land covered by Site/Tip

Number in hectares to 1 decimal
places

DT_SITESIZE

Is monitoring required

Y – Yes
N - No
Whole number value up to 10
characters

DT_MONITOR_REQD

EA Licence No

Whole number value up to 5
characters

DT-EAL_NO

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)

009 Embkt

Design of Earth Structure

SG - Sidelong ground
TC - True Cutting
TE - True Embankment
SAN - Sand
CLA - Clay
ROC - Rock
SPO - Spoil
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

ES_TYPE

Maximum depth of original
Ground level below canal water
level
Maximum Slope Angle

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

ES_MAXHEIGHT_
BLW

Number of degrees from horizontal to
nearest whole number

ES_SLOPEANGLE

Minimum freeboard at normal
water level
Width at crest
Minimum navigable width of canal

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

ES_MINFREEBD

Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

ES_MINCREST
CAN_NAVWIDTH

Operator and Polluter Risk
Assessment score

Main Construction Material of
Embankment

Full Length of Embankment
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SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
DT_STATUS

DT-COTC-HOLDER
DT_LIC_
DESCRIPTION
DT_WML_NO
DT_LICENCE_
HOLDER
DT_LICENCE_
ISSUED
DT_MODIFICATION_DATE
DT_PLANNING_
STATUS
DT_PlANNINGEXPIRY_DATE
DT_
CLOSED_DATE
DT_SURRENDERED_
DATE
DT_CAPACITY
DT_REMAINING_
CAPACITY
DT_
MAXHEIGHTBERM
DT_SITELENGTH

DT_OPRA_SCORE

ES_MATERIAL

CON_LENGTH
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Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

010 Lock

Type Of Lock

DR - Drop Lock
DN - Double Narrow
DE - Dock Entrance
DW - Double Wide
SN - Single Narrow
SW - Single Wide
USE – User
STA – Staff
REM - Remote
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

How is lock operated?

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)
LOCK_TYPE

LOCK_OPERATED

Minimum width (measured at
coping level)

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Maximum depth (measured
coping to invert)
Capacity of Lock (Displaced
Volume)

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

LOCK_
LENGTHQUOINS
LOCK_
MINWIDTHCOPING
LOCK_MAXDEPTH_CI

Whole number in cubic meters

LOCK_CAPACITY

Level Difference (measured
between water levels)

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

LOCK_LEVEL
DIFFERENCE

Number of Ground Paddles

Whole number value

LOCK_GROUND
PADDLES

Full Length of Lock (Quoin to
Quoin)

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)

011
Pumping
Station

Design of Pump System

SP - Storm pump
CF - Canal feeder
BP - Backpump
Whole number in mega litres per day

PS_TYPE

Whole number value up to 2 characters
Whole number in metres
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

PS_NOSPUMPS
PS_ MAX PUMP LENGTH
PS_MAINMINDIA

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

PS_MAX STATIC HEAD

Maximum capacity of Pump
Station
Number of Pumps
Actual pumped length
Minimum diameter of Rising
Main
Maximum Site Lift (Static Head)

PS_MAXCAPACITY

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)

012
Reservoir

Reservoir Category

D - Category D
C - Category C
B - Category B
A - Category A
MAS - Masonry Dam
EAR -Earth Dam
CON - Concrete Dam
Whole number in square kilometres

RES_CATEGORY

Impounded volume at top water
level

Whole number in mega litres

Full Length Of Dam Crest
Maximum height of dam crest
Direct Catchment Area

Whole Number in metres
Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Whole number in square kilometres

Total effective length of Spillway
Weir

Whole number in metres

Is Reservoir used as Fishery

Y - Yes
N - No

RES_
IMPOUNDEDVOL
RES_CRESTLENGTH
RES_MAXHEIGHT
RES_
DIRECTCATCHMENT
RES_
SPWEIRLENGTH
Z_TO_FISHERY

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

SAP Code (prefixed by
Z_TO_)

013 Sluice

Valve Opening Shape

RND - Round
REC - Rectangular

SL_SHAPE

Design of Dam

Surface Area at top water level
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Number of valves

Whole number value

SL_NOSVALVES

Discharge Culvert Diameter

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Does It Have Stop Plank Grooves

Y - Yes
N - No

WATER_
DSCULVERTDIA
CAN_SPGROOVES

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

014 Stop Gate

Type Of Gate

Vertical height of gate
Width/Span of each gate
Number of gates

STP - Stop Gate
SFT - Safety Gate
FLD - Flood Gate
TIM – Timber
STL - Steel
COP - Co-plastic
Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Whole number value up to 2 characters

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

015 Tunnel

Design of Tunnel

S1 - Single 1 towpath
S0 - Single no towpath
D0 - Double no towpath
D1 - Double 1 towpath
D2 - Double 2 towpaths
STO – Stone
ROC - Rock
CON - Concrete
BRK - Brick
Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Main material of gate

Main construction material of
Tunnel

Full length (portal to portal)
Minimum width at normal water
level
Minimum headroom at normal
water level

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

SAP Code (prefixed
by Z_TO_)
SG_TYPE

SG_MATERIAL

SG_GATEHEIGHT
SG_GATEWIDTH
SG_NOSGATES
SAP Code (prefixed
by Z_TO_)
TUN_TYPE

TUN_MATERIAL

TUN_LENGTH
TUN_MINWIDTH
TUN_
MINHEADROOM
TUN_MAXCOVER

Maximum cover (Intrados crown
to ground level)

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

016 Canal
Weir

Design of Weir

Text up to 14 characters in length

SAP Code (prefixed
by Z_TO_)
WEIR_TYPE

Weir crest breadth

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

WEIR_BREADTH

Weir crest length

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

WEIR_LENGTH

Discharge culvert diameter

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Does It Have Scour Valves

Y - Yes
N - No
Y - Yes
N - No

WATER_
DSCULVERTDIA
WEIR_
SCOURVALVES
WEIR_
TRASHSCREEN

Are Trash Screens In Place

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

017 River
Weir

Design of Weir

Text up to 14 characters in length

SAP Code (prefixed
by Z_TO_)
WEIR_TYPE

Weir crest breadth

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

WEIR_BREADTH

Weir crest length

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

WEIR_LENGTH

Discharge culvert diameter

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Crest downstream depth

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

Number of Weir Planks

Whole number up to two characters

WATER_
DSCULVERTDIA
WEIR_
DSCRESTDEPTH
WEIR_NOSPLANKS
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Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

018 Weired
Lock

Weir breadth

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

SAP Code (prefixed
by Z_TO_)
WEIR_BREADTH

Weir crest length

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

WEIR_LENGTH

Crest upstream depth
(measured from weir crest to
bed on upstream side of weir)
Design of Weired Lock

Number in metres to 3 decimal places

WEIR_
USCRESTDEPTH

DWN - Weired at downstream end
UPS - Weired at upstream end

WLOCK_TYPE

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

020 Boat Lift

Design of Boat Lift

Height difference of Lift
Number of caissons
Maximum length
Maximum width

VER - Vertical Lift
ROT - Rotating Lift
INC - Inclined Plane
Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Whole number value up to 2 characters
Number in metres to 3 decimal places
Number in metres to 3 decimal places

SAP Code (prefixed
by Z_TO_)
BL_TYPE

Object Type

Characteristic Field Definition

Input Options

030 Length

Is Length Used as Fishery?

Y - Yes
N - No
NAR - Narrow
BRO - Broad
Whole number value up to 5 characters
Number in metres to 2 decimal places
Number in metres to 2 decimal places
Number in metres to 2 decimal places
Number in metres to 2 decimal places
DRY - Dry
FUL - Fully Navigable
PAR - Partially Navigable
PIP - Piped
UNV - Unavailable for Navigation
LEI - Leisure
MUL - Multiple Use
NFN - Not Fully Navigable
RIV - River
FED - Feeder
CAN - Canal
DOC - Dock Section
LOC - Loch Section
Y - Yes
N - No

Length Guage
Actual Length of length
Boat Air Draught Limit
Boat Beam Limit
Boat Draught Limit
Boat Length Limit
Navigable Status

Statutory Accounts Status

Channel Type

Is Channel mapped as a GIS
object
Proximity to Wildlife Site

Urban Classification

Issue 2

YES - Known to be within w'life site
SIG - Significantly near to wildlife site
NOT - Not known to be in w'life site
RUR - Rural
SUA - Small Urban Area
LUA - Large Urban Area
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APPENDIX 17 - Heritage Designations
1. Scheduled Monuments
These are protected under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979.
Scheduled Monuments are heritage assets of national importance by virtue of their historic,
architectural, traditional or archaeological interest, and include:
•
•

buildings, structures or works above or below ground level: eg boat lifts, locks,
aqueducts, lengths of canal.
remains of buildings, structures or works: eg sites of inclined planes, lime-kilns,
embankments and non-BW canal-side sites, including deserted medieval villages.

Scheduling covers everything identified in the Scheduling notice, eg all parts of an aqueduct,
including its external fabric, hidden constructional details, water channel, lining and fill.
It is an offence to carry out the following without Scheduled Monument Consent:
•
•

works which result in alteration, renewal, demolition or damage to a monument, including
invasive inspection methods.
flooding or tipping operations on land on or under which there is a monument.

BW has a standing Class 3 Consent for:
•
•

works of repair and maintenance which do not involve material alteration of a monument.
works which are essential for the purpose of ensuring the functioning of a canal.

It is important that contact is made with the statutory authorities in order to determine
whether the Class 3 Consent can be invoked. Contact should be made at an early stage,
correspondence must be entered into and records kept by BW. The statutory authorities are
English Heritage (England), Cadw (Wales), and Historic Scotland (Scotland).
2. Listed Buildings
These are protected under the Planning Acts for England, Scotland and Wales. Listed
Buildings are buildings or structures of special architectural or historic interest, and include:
•
•

All kinds of property, mileposts, valve houses, locks, bridges, aqueducts, tunnels,
cottages, warehouses, etc.
3 grades (I, II* and II in England and Wales, A, B and C in Scotland) indicate the
relative importance of listed buildings.

Listing covers everything. A building or structure is listed in its entirety, inside and out,
hidden and visible. Attached structures and structures within the curtilage of a listed building
are also listed.
The following Listed Building controls apply:
•
•
•

it is an offence to carry out unauthorised works to demolish, alter or extend a listed
building in any way which would affect its character and appearance. All such works
require listed building consent, as would invasive inspection methods.
conditions may be imposed when listed building consent is granted.
statutory authorities have powers to issue enforcement and other notices, obtain
injunctions or pursue a criminal action in the courts.

The statutory authorities are the local planning authorities; generally district councils who
employ a conservation officer or specialist team to provide advice and administer listed
building grants and controls.
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3. Conservation Areas
These are designated by Local Authorities under the Planning Acts for England, Scotland
and Wales. A Conservation Area is an area of special architectural or historic interest, the
character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance.
Conservation Areas include hundreds of miles of linear designation, including entire canals
in England, Scotland and Wales. Canal Conservation Areas tend to follow the BW estate
boundaries. Elsewhere there are lengths of canal lying within town or village Conservation
Areas.
Conservation Area designation covers most buildings, trees and other man-made or
naturalised features (eg earthworks).
Conservation Area control rather than prevention is the normal approach:
•
•
•

demolition of an unlisted building usually requires Conservation Area consent.
notice of proposals to uproot, lop or fell any trees must be given to the local authority.
permitted development rights may be constrained. When considering planning
applications, a local authority must demonstrate that they have paid special attention to
the preservation and enhancement of the area’s character.

The statutory authorities are local planning authorities; generally district councils who employ
a conservation officer or specialist team to provide advice and administer Conservation Area
grants and controls.
4. Archaeology
Thousands of potential archaeological sites affect BW. Some are designated, others not. It is
important to check with the appropriate County Archaeologist (via the appropriate County
Sites & Monuments Record or Historic Environment Record) before commencing
investigative or other works.
5. Building at Risk
A Building at Risk (BaR) is a Listed Building or Scheduled Monument that is vulnerable
through decay and neglect. In England, English Heritage maintains a national register of
Grade I , Grade II* and Scheduled BaRs and in England and Wales an increasing number
of local authorities maintain their own BaR registers of Grade II Listed Buildings. In Scotland
the Scottish Civic Trust maintain a BaR register on behalf of Historic Scotland. BW’s BaRs
comprise heritage assets that range from milestones to accommodation bridges, aqueducts,
warehouses and maintenance yard buildings.
Buildings at Risk are assessed against national criteria and graded from 1-6 with risk
categories 1-3 the most serious. Grade 4 BaRs essentially have a ‘watching brief’ on them;
they are usually vacant, partly occupied or without economic use and may deteriorate as a
result. Grades 5-6 are not currently ‘at risk’ but are included because they are statutorily
designated. The addition of the letter A (eg, 4A) denotes a structure, rather than a habitable
building; BW’s BaRs are likely to be A classified. BW has a corporate target of dealing with
its existing BaRs by 2008.
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APPENDIX 18 - Lock Gate Condition Factors
A condition factor 1 to 5 that specifies the overall condition of the lock gate will be assessed
at each AI and GMI
Note: Vegetation growth must be minimal in all cases
Factor

Description Lock gate

1
2

Very Good
Good

3

Fair

4

Poor

5

Bad

Issue 2

New or recently installed.
No major defects other than minor operational wear, minimal vegetation growth,
typically 2-3 years old
Some moderate defects due to prolonged operational use, such as leakage
around quoins, mitres, fendering and planking, minimal vegetation growth,
typically 5 -15 years old.
Single defects of a major nature. Condition of structural timbers, planking and
sealing components showing some deterioration. Significant damage to fendering.
Significant leakage. Missing components, excessive vegetation growth. Typically
16 – 22 years old
Severe defects, including deteriorating or rotten structural members, severe
leakage through gate planking and sealing components. Requiring regular
attention by waterway to ensure operational status. Approaching life expiry,
typically 23+ years old.
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APPENDIX 19 - Lock Gate Serviceability Factors
A serviceability factor from 1 to 3 indicating the lock gates’ ability to meet service
requirements will be assessed at each AI and GMI. It reflects performance to required design
capacity, or under-performance due to dilapidation or imposition of increased service
standards.
Note: Normal balance beam break-out and operational force maximum 40Kg.
Paddle Gear break-out force maximum 30Kg, and 25Kg in operation

Description

Break-out Force

1
2

Fit for Purpose
Restricted Use

3

Unfit for Purpose

Within normal break-out force
Break-out force up to 50% greater than
normal
Break-out force in excess of 50% greater
than normal

Serviceability
Factor
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APPENDIX 20 - Operational Serviceability of M&E assets
The Operational Serviceability of M&E assets takes account of the condition of the asset, the
operational efficiency, the design limits, and, of particular importance, the availability of
statutory certification, Technical Manuals and up-to-date drawings. The presence of
Technical manuals and up-to-date drawings is a statutory requirement for certain types of
M&E Equipment.
Operational
Serviceability

Applicable Characteristics

100%
Normal

Less than half way through design life and well maintained
Statutory inspections passed without comment, certificates up to date
Full set of Technical Manuals and up to date drawings available
All equipment in full working order, well within design tolerances
No leaks, overheating, surface coating deterioration or vibration
Mid way through design life and well maintained
Statutory inspections passed without comment, certificates up to date
Full set of Technical Manuals and up to date drawings available
Equipment close to the limit of design tolerances whilst still functioning safely and
efficiently
No reliability problems in normal operation
No significant leaks, overheating or vibration
Minor deterioration of surface coatings
Near to end of design life
All statutory inspections passed, possibly with comments
Technical Manuals & drawings only partially complete or not updated
Equipment at or beyond the limit of design tolerances whilst still functioning safely,
however, efficiency may be reduced
Reliability diminished in normal operation, occasional emergency call outs
Some leaks occurring, possible overheating, significant vibration present in normal
operation
Surface coatings beginning to break down with corrosion present
Life expired, beyond design life
Statutory inspections out of date or major rectification required
No Technical Manuals or drawings available
Equipment well beyond limit of design tolerances, continued safe functioning in doubt
Design does not meet current safety standard in a significant way
Substantial number of emergency call out repairs occurring
Obsolescent items of critical equipment with no spares available
Unsafe to use under any circumstances, Statutory inspections mandate immediate
shutdown
Equipment cannot be operated safely
Breakdown through overheating, pipe failure, bearing failure imminent or already
happened

75%
Normal but
monitor

50%
Reduced
reliability and
increasing
operational
costs

25%
Serious faults
causing
increased risk of
operational
failure

0%
Out of Service
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Continue with
planned
maintenance and
statutory
inspections
Continue with
planned
maintenance and
statutory
inspections but
monitor
performance

Major
maintenance
work, component
replacement, life
extension within
4 years

Complete
refurbishment or
replacement
within 2 years,
operation
restricted until
works completed
Stop operation
immediately. No
further operation
until replaced or
completed
refurbished
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APPENDIX 21 - Minimum Safety Standards
ALL REPORTED MINIMUM SAFETY ISSUES ARE TO BE MADE SAFE/COVERED WITHING 24 HOURS OF
NOTIFICATION, - REPAIRS EFFECTED WITHIN 7 WORKING DAYS
Core Services

Navigation Use
Minimum Safety Standards
Implemented April 2007

Bridges (Fixed and Moveable)
Every bridge must be clearly identified on both upstream
and downstream sides. Numbering is preferred and
should be used wherever possible. Where names are
traditional, numbers should be applied in addition,
wherever possible. (Length Inspector should be advised
what to check!)
Hand operated lift bridges must have a securing device
to prevent accidental lowering. This is likely to be an
'anchor' to which the bridge can be attached.
Mechanically operated lift bridges must have a fail safe
device to control descent to prevent rapid lowering.
Operating instructions are required for all customer
operated bridges. Instructions must be simple and clear,
preferably with pictograms/diagrams.
Channel & Winding Holes
Vegetation must be kept trimmed to allow clear vision for
boats approaching structures; landings/moorings;
winding holes; and sharp bends. Minimum sight
distance should be 65 metres or 3 maximum boat
lengths whichever is greater. Where hard structures
obscure these sight lines, advance warning signs should
be provided.
Vegetation must be kept trimmed at winding holes where
vessel pivots.
Water depth must be adequate to allow vessels to pivot.
(Longer term safety issue - March 2009)
Landings & Moorings
Note: Landings for operating structures or waiting areas
should be distinguished from other moorings. Landings
generally have bollards and moorings have rings.
Landing must be provided upstream and downstream of
all operating structures to enable boaters to safely land,
operate structure, and reboard vessel. On Lock Flights,
landing should be at top and bottom of flight.
A landing where craft moor prior to operating a structure
or wait before using a structure (e.g. tunnel) should have
a minimum of 3 bollards (or other mooring device) over
a 21.5 metre length.
On multi-use waterways, landings should be segregated
for leisure and commercial craft. Commercial landings
should be suitable for maximum length craft.
(Longer term safety issue - March 2009)
Waiting points must be provided at approaches to river
locks or river opening bridges suitable for at least one
craft.
(Longer term safety issue - March 2009)
On multi-use waterways, waiting points should be
segregated for leisure or commercial craft. Refuge piles
are an acceptable provision.
(Longer term safety issue - March 2009)
All landings and moorings must have an even surface,
with a defined edge. Vegetation should be kept
trimmed.
Water depth within published dimensions for minimum of
21.5 metres for leisure craft and for maximum craft
dimension for commercial craft. (Where safe to do so,
Length Inspectors should check by sounding)
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Towpath Use

Multi
Use
(MUW)

Heavy
(LW1)

Light/
Mod
(LW2)

Not
for
Nav.
(NFN)

Heavy
(T1)

Mod
(T2)

Light
(T3)

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
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▲
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▲

▲
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Locks
Lock ladders must be provided: 1 no. in narrow locks
ideally at Centre; 2 no. in wide locks ideally at opposite
third points. Ladders should have hooped 'swimming
pool' style tops to enable access and egress.
Ladders are an important safety feature and these
should not be slippery and kept free of growth or other
matter.
Mooring points must be provided in/at all locks: 3 no. at
narrow lock on same side as ladder; 3 no. each side on
wide locks.
Chambers and gates must be kept free of protrusions
which could cause snagging of vessels.
Cill position clearly marked at lock top and sides.
Operating instructions must be provided at all customer
operated powered locks, at all guillotine locks, and at all
staircase locks. Instructions must be simple and clear,
preferably with pictograms/diagrams.
Every lock must be clearly identified. Numbering is
preferred and should be used wherever possible.
Where names are traditional, numbers should be applied
in addition, wherever possible.
(Length Inspector should be advised what to check!)
Handles must be fitted to tops of all balance beams. If
device fitted to prevent gates swinging open, care must
be taken to avoid possible trapping of fingers if user
chooses not to utilise handle.
Non-slip surfaces must be fitted to all lock walkways or
where gate or balance beam is used as a walkway.
Handrails must be provided on all lock walkways or to
gates or balance beams when used as walkways.
Paddle spindles must be one of two BW standard sizes.
Paddle spindles must not be warn (rounded) such that
windless slips.
Paddle mechanisms must include a device for
preventing reverse rotation of windlass during opening
operation.
All paddles/sluices must have a risk assessment for risk
of flooding vessels if operated carelessly. The default
requirement is to fit deflectors.
Lighting
Where lighting is provided for safety by BW as a result of
a risk assessment, it must be maintained in full working
order.
Where BW owned lighting provided for safety cannot be
repaired/replaced within one day of report of defect,
alternative safety measures must be taken. This might
involve temporary lighting, local closure/diversion. It is
not admissible simply to sign that 'lights are not working'.
Signage & Navigation Aids
All safety signs and aids must be clear, legible and not
obscured.
(Length Inspectors should be advised of position of
safety signs or aids so that they can check that they are
in place!)
All safety signs must be replaced within one day of the
report being logged. In extreme cases, temporary signs
may be used.
Warning signs of overhead power lines must be installed
in accordance with BW guidance. These signs apply to
both transverse and longitudinal power lines. These
signs are required to warn anglers. Signs are also
required to warn vessels where headroom may be
restricted. (See Towpaths/Fisheries/Access Points)
Where required, navigational aids, signs, lights and
buoys must be in place and in full working order.
Advance warning of navigational hazards must be
provided, including direction to avoid hazard. A weir is
an example of such a hazard.
River level indicators, where required, must be in place,
clearly visible and legible.
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In locations where strong streams or water levels can be
a hazard, signs and water level indicators must be
provided and be clearly visible and legible.
Towpath/Fisheries/Access Points
Steps and sloping pathways must have no loose treads
or risers. Treads and risers must have clearly defined
leading edges. (Longer term safety issue - March
2009)
Handrails to steps and sloping pathways, where
provided, must be in place and secure. (Longer term
safety issue - March 2009)
On steps and sloping pathways, if distance between
risers is less than 1000mm, the tread/going should be
horizontal.
(Longer term safety issue March 2009)
No fishing pegs are permitted within 30 metres of an
overhead power line. Overhead power lines within 30m
of waterway, towpaths, paths and car parks must be
clearly signed.
At least one hedge/boundary wall/fence to waterway
edge vegetation cut must be carried out each year.
Main safety issue is to ensure all sapling growth is
removed between towpath and waterway edge. Any
customer safety risk identified to be rectified within 1
month depending on level of usage of area (high usage
area repair should be within 3 days)
Where visitors can approach waterway edge, the edge
must be obvious. This is particularly important where
bank may be undercut by erosion or where there may be
gaps between piling and the actual edge.
Tunnels
Tunnel safety signs must be in place, clean, legible and
not obscured. Gauge reductions must be clearly signed.
Signs are required indicating one or two way traffic.
Arrows indicating nearest exit must be provided inside
tunnels.
(Length Inspectors should be advised of number of
arrows to be checked)
Distance markers must be provided every 100 metres.
Where tunnel has no towpath, fendering and grab chains
must be installed. Where tunnel has a towpath, a
secure handrail must be in place.
Air vents must be protected at their top to prevent
missiles being dropped causing injury. The protection is
normally a grille fixed to the top of the vent.
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APPENDIX 22 - Lock Gate Inspection Details

Introduction
Section 5 requires that lock gates are inspected separately from the main lock structure.
Condition and serviceability factors will be determined on the first AI, and notifications of
defects, repairs or maintenance requirements raised as notifications in the usual way.
This appendix supports the inspection of lock gates, lock furniture, gate paddle gear and
their associated parts, in accordance with the requirements of the AIP2008 process.
Ground paddles and associated structures form part of the main lock assessment and
should be reflected in the grades applied to the chamber.

General
There are a wide range of lock gates and any inspection procedure cannot cover the
characteristics of all types. However, the majority of gates are made of timber, or have key
timber components and the following should act as a useful prompt whatever the design of
the gate.
Well constructed and well maintained gates should last 25 years or more, but many are
currently being replaced significantly before they are fully life expired. Appropriate and
timely maintenance will ensure gates are replaced when fully life expired and not just when
one element has failed.
Gate inspection is not limited to the structural condition, but also includes ease of operation
of the gate and paddle gear, and user safety. Particular attention must be paid to the
requirements of the Minimum Safety Standards (see Appendix 21), compliance with which is
mandatory.
The overall condition and serviceability is to be assessed but the main focus will be on the
main structural members. Defective elements (such as rotten planking, worn mitres, or
damaged fendering) that could be remediated by repair should not result in a poor overall
condition assessment for the gate. Such defects will be covered by appropriate notifications
for repair or renewal.
Gate leakage alone should not result in a poor overall condition assessment for the gate,
unless such leakage is due to damage or defects to the main structural members, or of the
Issue 2
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extent that gate replacement is required to solve the problem – ie. this is a balance of repair
cost and future life expectancy.
The inspector should always prod suspect timbers with a screw driver to remove superficial
defects and allow proper assessment of the significance of any decay.

Key Areas of Weakness (see Appendix 23, Diagram 1 for locations)
Open and close all gates and paddle gear, noting any operational difficulties or safety
concerns. If gates or paddle gear seem unusually difficult to operate, log the problem and
arrange to return with measuring equipment. To get a better understanding of the
significance of any rot, use a screw driver, or similar, to prod around joints and uncover
defective timber.
A – Balance Beam / Head Post Joint
This is a key structural joint, where the load from the balance beam is transferred to
the gate. There are 3 common types: All timber, timber and steel, and all steel.
Some have steel strapping or plating to reinforce the connection.
Look for weakness in this joint when ‘pumping’ the end of the balance beam and prod
with a screw driver to assess the extent of any decay.
Common problems:
•

Rotting mortise & tenon joints. This can vary from a small gap, to well rotted
timber in both members which will seriously weaken the joint, unless effective
metal straps or plates are also fitted. (Diagram 2 - A1)

•

Split head post. Sometimes the split is growing down from the top of the post,
particularly if there is no cap protecting the end grain of the timber. (Diagram 2 A2)

•

Gap opening between head post and balance beam. This is often due to loose or
missing dowels or bolts, securing the tenon in the mortise hole. (Diagram 2 - A3)

•

Flexure of main members during operation of the gate

B - Balance Beam / Heel Post Joint + Collar & Anchor onto Coping
This is also a key structural area, where torque on the balance beam is transferred
into the gate. A poor fit of the post in the collar also affects operation, and loose
anchors could lead to the gate falling over. Some have a steel sleeve over the heel
post, with the balance beam resting in a steel saddle.
Look for weakness in this joint when ‘pumping’ the end of the balance beam and prod
with a screwdriver to assess the extent of any decay.
Common Problems:

Issue 2

•

Split heel post. Sometimes the split is growing down from the top and running
through the collar into the body of the post. The line of the split is often at the
back of the top bar mortise. This particularly affects lock gates which are
hydraulically operated. (Diagram 2 - B1)

•

Rot and/or splitting from the top of the exposed end grain timber immediately
below the collar strap. This can grow down into the post, weakening the top bar
mortise connection. (Diagram 2 - B2)

•

Excessive slackness or too tight heel post in the collar strap. This can make the
gate harder to operate and may damage the quoin. (Diagram 2 - B3)
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•

Excessive movement of the gate as water rises in the chamber. This can lead to
the mitres not matching correctly, stressing the head post and bar joints.

•

Missing pulling handles on the ends of balance beams

•

Lack of greasing or maintenance of collar strap, etc. and loose fixing bolts to
coping

C - Top Bar
This bar is very vulnerable to boat impact and rot, due to being on the wet/dry zone.
Most have steel ‘L’ or ‘T’ plates joining the bar to the head and heel posts. These are
particularly useful to prolong life when the mortise and tenon joints are weakening.
Many mitre gates have a ‘bumper bar’ or ‘walkway’ attached to the downstream side
of this bar. These act as a prop and should meet at the mitre, and transfer the thrust
of the water pressure into the lock walls. The upstream side of the top bar usually
has the planking recessed into the timber.
Common Problems:
•

Rotting mortise & tenon joints at each end. This can vary from a small gap, to
well rotted timber in both members which will seriously weaken the joint if there
are no metal ‘L’ or ‘T’ plates. (Diagram 2 - C1)

•

Longitudinal splitting, caused by shakes opening and admitting water and rot into
the timber. Often these are home for grass and other vegetation (Diagram 2 C2 & V1)

•

Bumper (or walkway) bar. This is attached to the top bar and often does not meet
at the mitre, or press against the lock chamber walls at the quoins. (Diagram 2 C3)

•

Loosening bolts on the steel ‘L’ plates, severely weakening the joint.

•

On gates with hydraulic operation, the ram is usually attached to the top bar and
the thrust sometimes causes the joint with the heel post to open.

D - All Lower Bars
These bars are less vulnerable to rot than the top bar, but some do suffer, particularly
when the planking leaks or the gates are prone to weiring. Many have steel ‘T’ or ‘E’
plates, joining the bars to the head and heel posts. These plates are particularly
useful when the mortise and tenon joints are weakening with age. Certain bars are
particularly susceptible to damage by boat impact or slamming.
Common Problems:
•

Rotting mortise & tenon joints at each end. This can vary from a small gap, to
well rotted timber in both members which will seriously weaken the joint.

•

Longitudinal splitting, caused by shakes opening and admitting water and rot into
the timber. Often these are home for grass and other vegetation

•

Loosening bolts on the ‘L’ plates, severely weakening the joint.

•

Split due to impact or slamming (lower bars are more highly stressed due to
hydrostatic loads) (Diagram 2 - D1)

E - Head or Mitre Post
In addition, to the previous items, the following points are important.
Common Problems:
Issue 2
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•

Mitres must properly bed together over their full height. Over-sailing of mitres
can lead to collapse, particularly if slammed or hit by a boat. (Diagram 2 - E1)

•

Boats rubbing against the mitre face wear the timber away, causing the
characteristic leakage seen at most gates. This can be minimised by adding
metal rubbing plates or strips and such work should be raised as a notification.
(Diagram 2 - E2)

•

Vertical splitting, often corresponding with the back of the mortise holes or
inadequate balance beam connection, severely weakening the post. (Diagram 2
- E3)

•

Rotting of head post in the wet and dry zone. (Diagram 2 - E4)

F - Heel Post
In addition, to the previous items, the following points are important.
Common Problems:
•

Posts must bed into the apex of the quoin, to form an effective seal. Often the
quoin is damaged, causing leakage. (Diagram 2 - F1)

•

Many heel posts have a timber or neoprene sealing strip to bed into the quoin.
Occasionally this strip is damaged or misaligned, causing leakage. (Diagram 2 F2)

•

Vertical splitting, often corresponding with the back of the mortise holes, severely
weakening the post. (Diagram 2 - F3)

•

Heel post rubbing on the back of the quoin, eroding the timber.
F4)

•

Rotting of head post in the wet and dry zone. (Diagram 2 - F5)

(Diagram 2 -

G - Planking
Planking will usually rot quicker than the gate frame, and should be replaced or
repaired, probably after approx 12 – 15 years. Gates should not be replaced simply
because planking is poor. Planking repair work should be raised as a notification
Some gates have double planking, vertical and horizontal. Only the vertical planking
is watertight, the horizontal planking is for impact and rubbing protection. Some
narrow bottom gates are made of solid timbers, without planking.
Common Problems:
•

Planking is particularly vulnerable to rot around the wet/dry zones. (Diagram 2 G1)

•

Planking is occasionally damaged by boat impact

•

Planking is often repaired by attaching ply facing to the front or rear faces.
(Diagram 2 - G2)

•

Solid gates can suffer from rot if the exposed end grain timber on the top surface
is not protected. (Diagram 2 - G3)

H - Protective Fendering – Timber and/or Steel
There is a wide range of fendering, fitted to gates to protect them from boat damage
or prevent boats from becoming trapped.
Issue 2
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Common Problems:
•

Fendering is intended to protect the gate from boat damage. If it is not securely
fitted it is vulnerable to being ripped off or damaged. (Diagram 2 - H3)

•

Metal fendering to protect mitres from boat damage needs to be correctly
positioned to be effective.

•

Timber fendering at the wet/dry zones is vulnerable to rot.

•

Solid gates have internal tie-bars, but can bow due to boat impact, causing
opening of the joints between members. Fit an additional steel fender strip if
concerned.

I - Flow Deflectors
These have been fitted where flow from top gate paddles may gush into adjacent
boats. If top gate paddles are required, consider only fitting near the quoin, as the
deflector is more effective in this position than near the mitre.
Common Problems:
•

At some locations, the deflectors are prone to blockage with weed and debris

•

Safe access for cleaning is not always available. Horizontal deflectors may be
more difficult to clean than vertical.

J - Paddle Gear (not Ground Paddles)
There is a wide range of paddle gear, with varying ease of operation.
Some are heavy to operate, whereas others need too many turns. Heavy operation is
not always due to the gearing, but can be sticking paddles, or misaligned connecting
rods.
Common Problems:
•

Gear box and rack misaligned with operating shaft (Diagram 2 - J1)

•

Excessive break-out force and/or excessive lifting force required. (guideline
maximum break-out force is 35kg, with a maximum operating force of 25kg )

•

Lack of grease, making operation unnecessarily stiff.

•

Finger trapping hazards from unsafe pawl or other locking mechanism.

•

Spindles can wear, causing the windlass to slip off and injure the user. Minimum
Safety Standards require that spindles must be one of the two standard BW sizes

•

Insufficient resistance, or too many turns can lead the windlass to slip off and hit
the user. (guideline range is 20 – 30 turns)

K - Walkways, Hand Rails & Balance Beam Handle
There are a wide range of walkways, some directly on the balance beam, others on
planks attached to the gate. Minimum Safety Standards require that all walkways
should have anti-slip surfacing and a secure hand rail, at least on one side (the
paddle operating spindle is not sufficient as a hand rail). (All handrail defects should
be raised as a notification). Handrails and walkways are susceptible to boat damage.
Common Problems:
•
Issue 2
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•

Loose, missing, or inadequate hand railing

•

Damaged or inadequate mountings to walkway, making it wobbly

•

Defective walkway planking or other decking material

•

Rotting balance beam, becoming unsafe to walk over

•

Rot in the balance beam can loosen the pulling handle

M - Top and Bottom Gate Cills
It is essential that gates fit snugly against the cill. Similarly, it is essential that cills are
firmly fixed to the lock structure. The bottom gate cill is subject to the greatest
hydrostatic pressure. Top gate cill problems will be evident when lock is at low water
level.
Common Problems:

Issue 2

•

Look out for ‘boiling’ below gate when lock is full, suggesting heavy leakage.
(Diagram 2 - M1)

•

Cills can be damaged by deep drafted boats, particularly where water level can
drop excessively, such as on lock flights.

•

Timber cills can become dislodged from the fixed cill, causing water to gush
underneath. This will threaten the structural integrity of the cill area, and risk a
sudden failure. (Diagram 2 - M2)

•

Cill defects can be a sign that the lock walls have moved inwards, causing the cill
to lift.
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APPENDIX 23 - Lock Gate Inspection Prompt List
Diagram 1

K – Walkway &

J – Paddle Gear

Handrails

L – Balance
Beam

A – Balance Beam
/ Head Post Joint

B – Balance
Beam/Heel
Post & Anchor

E – Head
(or Mitre)
Post

F – Heel Post &

C – Top Bar

Quoin

H–
Protective
Fendering

D – All Visible
Lower Bars

G – Planking

I – Flow Deflector

Issue 2

M – Gate Cill & Fixed Cill
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Note: Prod all the accessible joints with a screw driver, to remove all rotten timber and debris
and allow proper assessment of the significance of any defects
All Minimum Safety Standards defects and other repairable defects should be raised as
Notifications
Location
A

Items
Balance
Beam/Head
Post Joint

B

Balance
Beam/Heel Post
+ Anchor &
Collar

C

Top Bar
(+ Bumper?)

D

All (visible)
Lower Bars

E

Head (or Mitre)
Post

F

Heel Post

G

Planking (or
solid baulks)

H

Protective
Fendering

I

Flow Deflectors

J

Paddle Gear

K

Walkways &
Hand Rails
Balance Beam

L

M

Issue 2

Cill – Gate &
Fixed

Prompt List
Opening & rotting mortise & tenon
joints
Lack of metal strapping or plating
Split head post
Excessive movement
Does the head post have a cap to
protect the end grain timber
Split heel post
Rotting timber
Collar too loose or too tight
Loose anchor fixings into coping

Comments

Opening & rotting joints or splitting
Bumper Loose or ends not touching
Lack of metal plating
Opening & rotting joints or surface
Vegetation growth
Splitting
Lack of metal plating
Mitre faces not fully matching
Excessive leakage & boat wear
Splitting
Ineffectively positioned fendering
Rubbing on back of quoin
Heavy leakage & damaged seals
Splitting
Rot along wet / dry zones
Heavy leakage & open joints
Inadequate fendering
Impact damage & missing pieces
Loose or missing fixings
Trapped debris & blockages
Loose or missing deflector units
Excessive spindle wear
Operation too heavy or too light
Finger trapping hazards
Loose or missing anti-slip surfacing
Loose or missing hand rails
Loose or missing pull handle
Badly degraded timber
Operation too heavy
Gate swings open or closed when left
Excessive leakage gate & fixed cill
Flow under fixed cill beam
Inflows through headwall below top cill
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APPENDIX 24 - Photographs of typical faults found on lock gates
A1
Rotting and opening head post / balance
beam joint
Without effective metal strapping and/or
the external timber ‘bumpers’, this joint
would be vulnerable to sudden failure if the
gate is slammed hard or ‘pumped’
excessively

A1
Note how the timber around the bolts has
rotted.
These bolts are probably part of the fixing
for an ‘L’ bracket, connecting the balance
beam to the head post.
Although weakened by the rot, the
additional strength provided by the bracket
will prolong the life of the gate
The rotting longitudinal fissures are not
seriously weakening the timber, but may
effect the hand rail mounting
A2
Opening balance beam joint with head
post
Note how there is no obvious bolted
connection or metal strapping To hold the
timber members together
There are also vertical splits in the tenon
and head post.
Installing metal plates on each side and
bolted through the timbers will significantly
extend the life of this joint
Also, check that the hand rail is securely
mounted
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A3
Balance beam and head post joint
beginning to open after only a few years
Fitting metal plates or strapping now will
prevent any further movement and extend
the overall life of the gate.
Also, fitting a covering now to the head
post collar will prevent ingress of water into
the exposed end grain, extending the
overall life of the gate

B1
Split in heel post.
Although it is contained by the collar strap,
the split continues down into the post, and
may align with the back of the cut-out for
the top bar mortise
The substantial metal strapping will provide
significant strength to the gate, reducing
concern over the splitting
Installing plating around the heel post,
immediately above the collar cut-out, will
significantly reduce any risk of the split
causing the gate to fail.
B1
Heel post with split running down from
collar strap cut-out
Note that the position of this split probably
lines up with the back of the mortise hole
for the top bar, potentially weakening the
gate
The top bar / heel post joint has an ‘L’
bracket secured to the heel post with bolts.
If these pass through the split they will give
significant additional strength and increase
the life of the gate. New, long bolts could
be installed.
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B2
Heel Post with rot below the cut-out for the
collar strap
This zone also has also been cut-out for
the top bar mortise, so significant strength
has been lost from the joint
If there are existing ‘L’ or ‘T’ plates on the
joint, the gate will have more strength.
New ‘L’ or ‘T’ plates can be fitted if the rot
is not too severe.
B2
Heel Post with rot below cut-out for collar
strap
This zone also has the cut-out for the top
bar mortise so significant strength has
been lost from the joint

B2
Heel post with serious rot under the collar,
only discovered by prodding with a screw
driver.
Rot in this area can lead to sudden failure
A temporary repair may be achieved by
installing a steel sleeve over the heel post
and around the collar.
Alternatively, a new heel post can be
installed
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B3
Damaged brickwork to rear of quoin.
Possibly caused by collar strap being too
slack, allowing gate to move too much
when seating under water pressure

C1
Rotting and opening top bar joint with heel
post
This may be of less concern if there are
good steel ‘L’ or ‘T’ plates strengthening
the joint
If there are no ‘T’ plates, they can be
added to increase the strength of the joint

C1
Rotting top bar joint with head post
Note the angle bracket strengthening the
joint between the head post and balance
beam.
There are timber bumper bars on each
side of the joint which are providing
support
Additional support may be provided by ‘L’
or ‘T’ plates strengthening the joint
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C2
Longitudinal shakes in the top bar opening
and deepening allowing ingress of water
and build up of vegetation which increases
the rate of decay.
The joint with the head post has been
significantly strengthened by a retro-fitted
‘T’ plate, enhancing the overall life of the
gate.

C3
Well mating mitre and bumper bars
Note rot in exposed end grain timber of
head post, contained by collar ring.
Fitting a cap to the collar ring when
manufactured, would have reduced any
tendency to rot.

C3
Bumper bar not tight against face of the
quoin and therefore not transferring thrust
into wall.
This means that part of the thrust is forced
against the back of the quoin, rather than
via the bumper, possibly placing additional
strain on the gate
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D1
Intermediate bar with opening and rotting
mortise & tenon joint into heel post.
Also with longitudinal fissures opening to
form deep cracks
Note the steel ‘E’ plates are providing
significant support to the joint, reducing
concern over the fissure and the rot in the
head post adjacent to the mortise hole

D1
Intermediate bar and head post with splits
on face of mortise & tenon joint, possibly
due to slamming or impact
These may have developed from opening
of deep fissures as this gate is little used
and is often dry for long periods.
Note the steel ‘E’ plates are providing
significant support to the joint, without
which, it could have failed.

D1
Split to the 2nd bar up from cill, probably
caused by slamming or boat impact
Note, the lack of ‘T’ plate strengthening to
the joint.
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E1
Mitres with small mating faces, not bedding
together well.
This is dangerous as it could lead to oversailing, particularly if hit by a boat
It would be sensible to fit additional timber
inserts or bumper bars

E1
Badly aligned mitre, in serious danger of
over-sailing, particularly if hit by a boat.
The bumper bars have been very
significant in preventing failure.

E1

Very badly mating mitres, made safer with
an additional timber insert
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E2
Mitres with excessive wear from boat
rubbing
Can often be repaired by installing new
timber insert strips into mitre.
Also needs better positioned metal
fendering to prevent boats from rubbing so
deeply into the mitre.

E2
Mitre post with retro-fitted timber inserts,
damaged by boat rubbing
Note also the steel rubbing strip has been
bent. This would be stronger if made of a
wider strip of steel and more securely
bolted to the head post.

E3
Crack in head post running down from
balance beam joint to top bar.
Note how crack is in line with side-plate, of
the ‘tang’ connecting steel balance beam
to head post.
If the tang was longer, it would induce less
torsion on the head post, reducing the
tendency to split.
Note also, that the crack is in line with the
end of the top bar mortise cut-out.
The bolts are fixing retro-fitted ‘T’ plates,
fitted only to one side of the joint. This has
had only limited effect in strengthening the
joints and should have been more
extensive
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E4
Steel / timber composite gate, with rot to
the timber head post at water level
It may be possible to replace the defective
area of timber, if the post is less
structurally significant, and mainly acts as
a mating face
Alternatively, the whole timber head post
could be replaced, but it may be more cost
effective to replace all timbers and
refurbish the metal plating and frame.

F1
Leakage around quoin due to variations in
the alignment of the brick quoins
Note, brickwork is poor at forming an
effective seal in the apex of the quoin and
should be replaced by a steel insert when
the gate is programmed for replacement
Timber quoin inserts are often fitted, but
are less durable than steel or cast iron.

F1
Damaged brickwork behind quoin, possibly
caused by slamming loads transferred into
lock structure.
Note that gate frame is steel with timber
head and heel posts.
Steel gates are less able to absorb shock
loads and transfer these into the lock
structure
The brickwork may also be affected by
leakage, eroding mortar and the fabric.
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F2
Leakage around quoin due to displaced
neoprene sealing strip (which can be seen
bulging out near the top of the gate/quoin
interface)
The leakage from the adjacent brickwork
should be addressed by grouting the
chamber walls, including in the gate
recess.
The quoin may also require pointing to fill
any seepage paths and secure it in
position. If loose, cast quoins are
particularly vulnerable to damage.

F3
Heel post rotting at the wet/dry zone
Note also the vertical cracking in the face
of the post, above the collar strap.
This gate is steel framed with timber head
and heel posts and the crack may be of
less concern than in an all timber gate
The timber heel post could be replaced,
but it may be more cost effective to replace
all timbers and refurbish the metal plating
and frame.

F4
Heel Post rubbing against the quoin
Note also the small vertical crack in the
face of the post, in line with the collar cut
away and the back of the top bar mortise
hole
Also, the top bar/heel post mortise & tenon
joint is opening up with rot and vegetation
taking hold
The addition of ‘L’ or ‘T’ plates will help
strengthen this joint, reducing concern over
the cracks and rot.
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F5
Heel post rotting around the wet/dry zone
and at the top bar mortise & tenon joint.
The timber joint is only nominally effective,
and is relying on the metal ‘E’ plates to
transfer loads away from the rotted area
Note, also the vertical cracking in the face
of the post, in line with the collar cut away
and the back of the top bar mortise hole
There is little scope for repair of this gate,
but it may with careful monitoring, it could
last a few more years.
G1
Excessive leakage through planking.
Often the main members of gate are in
reasonable condition, and it will normally
be cost-effective to replace the planking,
caulk it, or clad it, to extend the overall life
of the gate.

G1
Excessive leakage through planking.
Note heavy leakage through Mitre and the
retrospectively fitted bolt to hold the
balance beam into the head post.
Note also the rot in the head post and the
top bar/heel post joint, suggesting that it
would not be cost-effective to repair the
planking
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G1
Planking approx. 14 years old and ready
for replacement or repair.
The joints of the main timber members
appear in good condition, so repairing the
planking will extend the overall life of the
gate

G2
The frame of this gate is sound, and the
overall life has been cost-effectively
extended by adding a ply facing.
There is some continuing leakage, but this
is not significant.
The potential for this type of repair to leak
could be reduced by using mastic or
bitumen sealant when fitting the facings.

G2
This planking appears to have had timber
strips added to the rear face to cover
eroded but joints between planks
Vegetation should not be allowed to grow
in the planking and frame, as it traps soil
and bacterial, increasing the rate of decay.
Note also the substantial metal plate work
which provides strength to the gate even
when the joints are rotting
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G2
Top gate with ply added to supplement the
old leaking planking, significantly extending
the overall life of the gate

G3
Top of a ‘solid’ narrow lock bottom gate
with rot developing in knot hole.
The exposed end grain of the timber is
vulnerable to rot, but is protected on new
gates with a steel covering plate.
Pockets of rot like this, can be repaired by
cleaning out all defective material and
adding mastic or bitumen filler

H1
GU style horizontal protective planking with
one plank missing, making the others more
vulnerable to being dislodged
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H1
Damaged metal strip intended to protect
the mitre face from being rubbed by boats
This would be stronger if made of a wider
strip of steel and more securely bolted to
the head post.
Note also the damaged faces of the mitre
and bumper bar, rubbed by passing boats

J1
Paddle gear not correctly aligned with
operating rod, causing wear on rack cogs
and making operation more difficult
This can be easily resolved by fitting
packing under gear mounting on the
balance beam

J1
Missing bolts on new paddle gear
installation, will weaken the assembly in
the long term
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M1
Heavy leakage at cill
May be due to an obstruction preventing
gate from fully closing.
Or may be due to incorrect matching of
gate and cill
Or may be due to cill damage by deep
drafted boat
Or may suggest that chamber walls have
moved in, causing cill to lift
M1
Deep fissure in balance beam allowing rot
to penetrate over a long period.
It may be possible to dig out the defective
material and fill the fissure with mastic or
bitumen sealant.
In addition, bolts could be inserted to hold
the beam, possibly with steep plates on
each side.
It may be cost effective to replace the
beam

M1
Timber balance beam with chamfer on
lock-side to prevent the beam from
overhanging the chamber
An additional fillet has been bolted on to
the opposite side to restore original
thickness
Note, this design is vulnerable to rot
developing in the thin sections and along
the join between members, but the insert
could easily be replaced.
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M1
Timber balance beam with severe decay –
painted over.
It may be cost-effective to replace this
beam as part of a general refurbishment,
or adding a steel plate to ensure loads are
properly transferred into the head post
Paint should be microporous type, not
gloss house paint

V1
Vegetation and small trees can take root
on lock gates if not properly maintained
Water and soil is trapped, allowing bacteria
to develop
The roots can penetrate the timber and
accelerate the rotting process.
Vegetation should be removed on a
regular basis to extend the life of the
lockgate.
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